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More than 2000 documented leaking underground storage tanks (LUSTs)
are in Oklahoma, and each of these sites will be closed or cleaned up depending
on the results from a risk analysis. The Oklahoma Corporation Commission (OCC)
has adopted the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards for
risk-based clean-ups and developed software to calculate acceptable chemical
concentrations that can be left in the ground. One LUST site is a truck stop in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; where the Permian Garber Sandstone is exposed
(Figure 1). The OCC confirmed the release on March 10, 1998, and assigned the
release as OCC LUST Case #064-2040. This case is the focus for this study.
The purpose of the of this study is to compare variations in results between
American Petroleum Institute's Decision Support System (API DSS), British
Petroleum's Rise-Integrated Software for Clean-ups (BP RISC), and Groundwater
Services Incorporated's Risk-Based Corrective Action Tier2 Tool Kit (GSI RBCA).
The comparison was expanded to evaluating the effect of entering estimated
values that are acceptable by the environmental industry versus entering values
that were derived in a state-eertified laboratory or measured in the field.
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In five monitoring wells at OCC LUST Case #064-2040 the elevation of
groundwater is at least five feet higher than the other 27 wells. The water quality
analyses from the set of the five wells and from the set of the 27 wells were
gathered to determine whether the waters are connected. This is a secondary
purpose of this study.
Case History
OCC LUST Case #064-2040 opened March 10, 1998 with the confirmed
release. Average depth to water (DTW) is approximately 30 feet below ground
surface (BGS). Free product (non-aqueous-phase hydrocarbons) is in the
subsurface. In the monitoring wells, the free product column has been as long as
10 feet. Thirty-two monitoring wells have been drilled at this site to delineate the
free product plume that is floating on the groundwater (Figure 2) (ORBCA 1998).
The on-site truck stop does not have access to city water and uses a water
well located on-site approximately 25 feet from the observed edge of the free
product plume. There is no Oklahoma Water Resources Board (OWRB) well record
of this water well. The water well is 62 feet deep, the screened interval is unknown,
and the top of groundwater is approximately 37 feet BGS. The well was sampled
for dissolved hydrocarbons in April and May 1998. The results were 0.0051 mg/L
of benzene, 0.0007 mg/L of toluene, 0.0012 mg/L of xylenes, and amounts less
than detection limits ofethylbenzene and total petroleum hydrocarbons, in both the
diesel and gasoline range. A carbon canister was installed on the well as a
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temporary measure until a city-water line is extended to the site. Plans have been
submitted to Oklahoma City to extend the city water system to include the truck
stop (ORBCA 1998).
The Oklahoma Risk-Based Corrective Action (ORBCA) Tier 1A Report was
submitted to the OCC on September '10,,1998. A free product recovery system
was installed on October 19, 1998. To date, nearly 4000 gallons of free product
have been recovered (FPR 1999).
Objectives
The purpose 'of the of this study was to compare variations in results
between American Petroleum Institute's Decision Support System (API DSS),
British Petroleum's Rise-Integrated Software for Clean-ups (BP RISC), and
Groundwater Services Incorporated's Risk-Based Corrective Action Tier 2 Tool Kit
(GSI RBCA). The comparison was expanded to evaluating the effect of entering
estimated values that are acceptable by the environmental industry versus entering
values that were derived in a state-certified laboratory or measured in the field.
This study should be useful to environmental consultants who make decisions in
risk assessments and risk management every day.
The secondary purpose of this study was to determine whether or not there
is a perched aquifer in the local subsurface.
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CHAPTERU
Review of the Garber Aquifer
Review of Literature
The Garber aquifer is a well studied sandstone because water is drawn from
it to supply the largest city in Oklahoma, Oklahoma City. Many papers have been
written and many conferences held concerning the water quality and local
contamination of the aquifer.
The OWRB has conducted studies and subcontracted for studies. Pettyjohn
and White (1986) prepared a report on water resources in Oklahoma for the
OWRB. In this report, sources of water were discussed as well as how to treat the
water to make it potable. The report gives general overviews about hardness, total
dissolved solids (TDS), and major ions in water from the Garber Sandstone and
other aquifers that are in Oklahoma. (Pettyjohn and White 1986)
The aquifer's groundwater quality has been compared to the aquifer's
lithology by authors G. N. Breit and J. L. Schlottmann (1994) of the United States
Geological Survey (USGS). They concluded that water chemistry could be related
directly to how the clay-rich rocks are distributed. Two main water types are
correlated to the subsurface matrix; where sandstone is more than 50% of the
Garber aquifer the water type is Ca-Mg-HC03, but where sandstone is less than
50% the water is the type Na-HC03 (B,"eit and Schottmann 1994)
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Personnel associated with Tinker Air Force Base have studied the Garber
Sandstone and developed a conceptual model that divides the groundwater into
four zones; perched, top of regional, regional, and producing zone. Table 1 lists
the water quality of the main zones (ISGC 1996).
Table 1 - Background Averages of Groundwater Quality (mg/l)
Source: PES 1996 Perched Regional Producing Zone
Aquifer Type unconfined unconfined unconfined
Depth to Water (feet) 15-30 110-175 250-700
arsenic 0.010 0.002 0.002
barium 1.11 0.663 <0.500
cadmium 0.010 <0.0075 <0.0075
chromium 0.046 <0.010 <0.010
lead 0.057 0.048 0.033
mercury <0.0004 <0.0004 <0.0004
selenium 0.0021 0.0005 0.0021
silver 0.010 <0.010 <0.010
nickel 0.101 0.033 0.019
zinc 0.11 0.12 0.44
chloride 297.4 42.1 4.9
sulfate 82.8 21.0 5.8
conductivity ~mhos/cm 684.0 718.0 442.0
pHS.U. 7.10 9.80 7.17
TOC 3.9 5.3 2.2
cyanide <0.20 <0.20 <0.20
alpha pcll 55.2 3.7 4.2
beta pc/l 106.8 9.3 9.0
7
The Tinker Air Force Base studies also show that strata of shale have influenced
the water-bearing zones. These shales are very sandy, with 25% .. 40% sand
grains, and are lean, with liquid limits of 30% - 35% (ISGC 1996). f
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The shales are composed of clays that react with calcium "n the
groundwater; this reaction is known as ion exchange or natural softening. The
following equation demonstrates this process.
2 Na-clay + Ca2+ --+ Ca-clay + Na+
When dolomite is dissolved, Ca2+ and Mg2+ are liberated and these ions
react with clays (Henderson 1984). Different types of clays have different cation
exchange capacities (CEC). The values for CEC respective to different clays are
not exact, the variation in pH and ions present can affect the CEC (Table 2).
Table 2 - Cation Exchange Capacities (meq/1 DOg)
Clay Type Henderson 1984 Drever 1997
Kaolinite 3-15 1-10
Glauconite 11-20 no data
Illite 10-40 10-40
Smectites (montmorillonite) 80-150 80-150
Vermiculites 100-150 120-200




The combined Garber Sandstone - Welling,ton Formation is approximately
900 feet thick in the study area. The Garber stratigraphic unit consists of
approximately 60% lenticular and interbedded sandstone with the lower 250 feet
consisting of mostly reddish brown shales and siltstone, sandy and lean. The
Garber Sandstone is from the Permian Period, Sumner Group. Formations
overlying the Garber are the Fairmont Shale and the Salt Plains Formation of the
Hennessey Group and above that lies the Duncan Sandstone of the EI Reno
Group. Below the Garber is the Wellington Formation also of the Sumner Group.
Below the Wellington Formation is the Pennsylvanian Oscar Group (Figure 3)
(Bingham and Moore 1991 and ISGC 1996).
Structural Geology
The Garber Sandstone outcrops in Central Oklahoma with the majority of
the recharge area being in the eastern halves of Logan, Oklahoma, and Cleveland
Counties. The regional formation dips westward about 15 feet per mile (Figure 4)
(Bingham and Moore 1991).
Mineralogy
The Garber Sandstone is reddish orange to reddish brown, very fine-
grained, and poorly cemented with a clay matrix, and some silica and dolomite.
Grains are subangular to subrounded, and are mostly quartz. Most of the clay is








































































The Garber Sandstone is one the major aquifers in Oklahoma. Data from
local water wells indicate that the aquifer's yield rate is in the range of 150 to 300
gal/min. Of the eight water wells in the near vicinity of OCC LUST Case #064-
2040, in half the total depth is 100 feet and the water level is 30 to 75 feet BGS.
The other four wells are deeper in the Garber; total depths are about 700 feet,
and the water levels range from 100 to 280 feet BGS. The regional groundwater
flows westward to southwestward in this region (Bingham and Moore 1991).
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CHAPTER III
Analysis of Local Aquifer
Purpose of Water-Quality Study
The secondary purpose of this study was to determine whether is a perched
aquifer is in the local subsurface. Since acc LUST Case #064-2040 began and
the 32 monitoring wells were drilled, five monitoring wells have consistently been
anomalous. In these five monitoring wells, elevation of groundwater is over five
feet higher than in the other 27 monitoring wells (Figure 5), suggesting that there
is a local perched aquifer above the main shallow unconfined Garber aquifer.
Other principal characteristics of the site are described below.
1.) Gasoline recovered from monitoring wells was tested in a state-certified
laboratory for degradation, the tests indicated that this product could still be used
in gasoline as long as it was added to a fresh gasoline mixture. This evidence
indicates that the plume is a young plume. The given date of release was March
1998, and the length of the plume is approximately 250 feet (Figure 6). The free
product is or has been present in four of the five anomalous wells, and in 20 other
wells. This fact indicates that the 24 wells are interconnected
2.) One of the anomalous wells is MW-2, which is 8.5 feet upgradient from
MW-35. On January 21, 1999, traceable dye was injected in MW-2 (Figure 5, left
central part of site). The dye appeared in MW-35 seven days later.
13
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3.) The only indication of an impermeable barrier was derived from the
sample cores from MW-2 and MW-5 at depths of 27 feet BGS and 31 feet BGS
respectively. The average corrected DTW in both of these wells is 24 feet BGS
whereas in nearby wells corrected DTW is 30 feet BGS. This evidence could
indicate the waters are not connected and that there is a perched aquifer present.
Methodology for Collection of Water-Quality Data
To determine whether the waters are connected, samples were collected
from MW-1 D (where average corrected DTW is 23 feet) and from MW-30 (where
average corrected DTW is 29 feet). The samples were collected adherent to
Appendix E of "Sampling Handling Protocol for Low, Medium, and High
Concentration of Hazardous Waste" of ER 1110-1-263 of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. MW-1 D is approximately 11 feet southwest ofMW-30 (see central part,
Figure 5). The difference in top-of-casing (TOC) elevation is 0.25 feet with the
TOC at 6 inches below ground in each well. The groundwater samples were
analyzed for the major ions. Results were entered into WATEVAL - a water
equilibrium computer model that runs reliability checks and gives a "first cut"





Table 3 - Results of Water-Quality Analyses.
MW-1D ·23' BGS MW-30 - 29' BGS
Ion or Parameter mglL mmoVL meqlL % meqlL mg/L mmoVL meqlL %m8Q/L
Na+ 162 7.05 7.05 53.3 74 3.22 3.22 21
Ca2+ 64 1.60 3.19 24.2 118 2.94 5.89 38.5
Mg~+ 35 1.44 2.88 21.8 75 3.08 6.17 40.3
~ 4 0.10 0.1 0.8 1 0.03 0.03 0.2
cation sum 265 13.22 268 15.31
N03' <1 <.02 <.02 a <1 <.02 <.02 0
cr 50 1.41 1.41 11.4 141 3.98 3.98 28.8
50/- 9 0.09 0.19 1.5 14 0.15 0.29 2.1
C03
2- 0 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 0
CO32-caIcoJIted 2.2 1.6
HC03- 656 10.75 10.75 87.7 583 9.55 9.55 69.1
HC0 3'ca1cU11ed 651.6 i 579.8
anion sum 715 12.71 738 14.12
Si02 21.42 0.36 0.36 18 0.30 0.3
pH 8 7.9
EC 1140 1249
Estimated EC 1322 1530
TSS 980 1006
Total Diss. Solidscalc 1001.42 1024
Total Diss. Solids180 668 728
Total Hardness 303.7 603
Total Hardnesscalc 303.88 603.4






Both samples are acceptable with respect to the proportions of the major
ions. A list of the reliability checks from Hounslow (1995) are in Appendix D. The
only major difference in the reliability checks is the sodium I chloride ratio which will
be discussed in the source rock deductions.
• I
Deductions About Source Rock ~ "
The source rock is a quarzose sandstone. The cement is mostly clay with
some silica and dolomite. The sandstone was observed when the monitoring wells
were drilled; additional evidence is silica in the groundwater. The dolomite cement
is indicated by the ratio of magnesium to ,calcium - the values in both samples are
almost equal. The equation from Drever (1997) for dissolution of the dolomite
cement is as follows.
CaMg(COS)2 = Ca2+ + Mg2+ + 2GOs2-
Ion exchange, by removal ofcalcium and magnesium from groundwaterand
concurrent release of sodium into groundwater, is strongly suggested by the high
amount of sodium in relation to the amount of chloride. Sodium could also have
been be released from montmorillonite clay, however there would be very little clay
since the sand grains are fine-grained and sub-angular to SUb-rounded.
The bicarbonate source is dolomite dissolution. Hardness of groundwater
is temporary; and the water is over-saturated with respect to calcite, according to
the positive value of the Langelier Index.
18
Risk Assessment of Local Aquifer
CHAPTER IV
Risk Assessment Methodorogy and Software Overview
Risk assessment has evolved from simply noting the dangers of
environmental pollutants to in~depth studies of de minimus risk, lengthy
procedures, and large data requirements. The fisk assessment process includes
four steps which are Hazard Identification, Dose-Response assessment, Exposure
Asse-ssment, and Risk Characterization (EPA 1989 - Risk Assessment).
The last step - Risk Characterization is the stage in which the software
models are utilized. The software packages that were studied consists of two
phases; fate and transport of the chemical to the receptor and the exposure
pathway that the receptor will have to the chemical. The required parameters for
the software can be quite detailed and costly to acquire, therefore· estimations of
the parameters are used extensively in the environmental industry. It is difficult to
compare risk assessments when there are several 'Users each using different
models and different estimated parameters. Both Lynn Spence (1997) and Sheldon
Reaven (1990) advise that risk assessments should be used as a "first-cut" tool
towards risk management and not as the final word since the estimations used in
risk assessments offer a false sense of precision and accuracy (Spence 1997 and
Reaven 1990).
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The three software models that were stud·ed are American Petroleum
Institute's Decision Support System (AP~ DSS), British Petroleum's Rise-Integrated
Software for Clean-ups (BP RISC), and Groundwater Servioes Incorporated's Risk-
Based Corrective Action Tier 2 Tool Kit (GSI RBCA).
API's DSS models one receptor that can be exposed to a maximum of 6
pathways. DSS requires the user to enter chemical concentrations and site data.
The user also has the option to enter some or all of the required data as a Monte
Carlo Analysis, the Monte Carlo Analysis is beyond the scope of this study. The
model will calculate the Point-of-Exposure (POE) concentration and the receptor's
risks. DSS does not perform back calculations (Spence 1998).
RISC operates similar to DSS but also has a RBCA Tier 1 Spreadsheet to
calculate RBSLs. The focus of this study was tier 2 analyses where SSTLs are
generated, therefore the Tier 1 Spreadsheet for RBSLs was not utilized. BP's
RISC allows for 1 or 2 receptors with each one being exposed to a maximum of 9
pathways. RISC has an option to deterministically calculate clean-up levels for one
receptor per run. RISC does al1low uncertainty analysis (e.g. Monte Carlo analysis).
RISC can back calculate SSTLs by converting user input of the Target Risk to a
Target Concentration at the source (Spence 1997).
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API's DSS and BP's RiSe were both written by Lynn Spence. They are
essentially the same suite of models although DSS is more robust because the
user can choose the specific fate and transport model to be used; whereas in
RiSe, the models' computer codes have been combined into different media
equations (Le. unsaturated zone to groundwater). Both DSS and RISC have
shower models. RiSe has an indoor air model where as DSS does not. ~he
second version of DSS (currently in beta testing) is used in this study and contains
an updated version ofAT123D, while RiSe uses the first version ofAT123D. RiSe
will include an ecological pathway (e..g. vegetable and fish consumption) in a future
version. RiSe can calculate risks from surface water, but cannot model
contaminant transport to a surface water body (Spence 1997 and 1998).
GSl's RBCA Tier 2 Tool Kit permits consideration of multiple receptors and
pathways but the outputs are SSTLs for each environmental media. A shower
model is not included in RBCA. Receptors and pathways are listed for each media
and only the lowest clean-up level of all receptors is shown. RBCA uses the
identical fate and transport equations found in the ASTM Standard. GSI's RBCA
does not allow uncertainty analysis. The user chooses the receptors (but cannot
have an onsite and offsite receptor in the same run), site data, and receptors'
exposure factors to the chemical. The user enters a value of acceptable risk (i.e.
from 10E-6 to 10E-4) and then the RBCA Tier 2 Tool Kit uses fate and transport
equations to back calculate the equivalent POE concentration (GSI 1997).
21
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Purpose of the Model Comparison
The purpose ofthe of this study is to compare variations in results between
American Petroleum Institute's Decision Support System (API DSS), British
Petroleum's Rise-Integrated Software for Clean-ups (BP RiSe), and Groundwater
Services Incorporated's Risk-Based Corrective Action Tier 2 Tool Kit (GSI RBCA).
The comparison was expanded to evaluating the effect of entering estimated
values of fate and transport and exposure parameters that are accepted by the
environmental industry versus entering values that were tested in a state-certified
laboratory or measured in 1he field. The analysis did not include Monte Carlo or
biodegradation due to the need for high concentrations and risks to compare
across several models. Biodegradation greatly affects the risk assessment as
evidenced by Klinchuch (1995).
Methodology for Selection of Model Parameters
Eighteen pathways shown on Table 4 are completed by four receptors:
residential adult and child, commercial worker, and truck driver. The completed
pathways were ran in each of the three software models with estimated or "default"
values for most of the parameters and measured or best estimated for those
parameters where estimations can not work (i. e., depth to water). The eighteen
completed pathways were ran again in each of the software models with only
measured values where possible. See Figures 5 and 6 for the parameters used.
22
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Table 4 - Completed Pathways
Completed Pathways That Were Modeled
Residential Child Dermal Exposure to Groundwater in Shower
Inhalation of Vapors in Shower
Ingestion of Groundwater
Indoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Outdoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Residential Adult Dermal Exposure to Groundwater in Shower
Inhalation of Vapors in Shower
Ingestion of Groundwater
Indoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Outdoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Truck Driver Dermal Exposure to Groundwater in Shower
Inhalation of Vapors in Shower
Ingestion of Groundwater
Indoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Outdoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Commercial Worker Ingestion of Groundwater
Indoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Outdoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
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Table 5 - Fate and Transport Parameters
Fate & Transport Param,eter unit Estimate Measuredl SourceBest Estimate
Type of Source constant
Depth to Groundwater m 7.14 Observed
Vadose Zone Thickness m 7.01 Observed
Capillary Fringe Thickness m 0.13 Observed
Aquifer Thickness (assume infinite widtt1) m 100 Bingham 1991
Thickness of Soil Above Contamination m 5.14 6.6 Observed
Source Lenath m 80 Observed
Source Widtt1 m 37 Observed
Source Depth m 2 0.54 Observed
Vadose Porosity unitless 0.35 0.364 Laboratory
Vadose Volumetric Water Content unitless 0.2 0.08 Laboratory
Vadose Volumetric Air Content unitless 0.15 0.284 Laboratory
Vadose Soil Dry Bulk Density glcm" 1.7 1.68 Laboratory
Vadose Fraction Organic Carbon 9 C/g soil 0.01 0.00077 Laboratory
Vadose Infiltration Rate mJday 0.002 Bingham 1991
Aquifer Porosity unitless 0.35 0.407 Laboratory
Aquifer Volumetric Water Content unitless 0.2 0,311 Laboratorv
Aquifer Volumetric Air Content unitless 0.15 0.096 laboratory
Aquifer Soil Dry Bulk Density glcm" 1.7 1.59 Laboratory
Aquifer Fraction Organic Carbon g C/g soil 0.01 0.00085 Laboratory
Van Genucten's "n" Parameter for Aquifer unitless 2.68 Spence 1997
Hydraulic Conductivity mlday 0.021 0.2 Slug Tests
Groundwater Darcy Velocity ftlyr 1.9 18 Slug Tests
Groundwater Flow Velocity ftlvr 4.68 43.8 Slug Tests
Hydraulic Gradient ftIft 0,1 0,074 Observed
Longitudinal Dispersivity m 1/10 the POE Spence 1998
Transverse Dispersivity m 1/10 Lona. Dis. Spence 1998
Vertical Dispersivity m 1110 Trans. Dis. Spence 1998
Wind Speed em/sec 225 Spence 1998
Length of Box for Outdoor Air Inhala1ion m 10 Spence 1998
Air Exchange Rate - Comm. Worker 11hr 20 Spence 1998
Buildina Lenath m 15 45 Observed
Building Width m 15 23 Observed
Building Ceiling Height m 3 3 Observed
Air Exchange Rate - Resident 1/hr 0.25 0.3 Spence 1998 '
House Length m 24 Default
House Width m 18 Default
House Ceillna Heiaht m 3 Default
Basement Wall Thickness m 0.15 Default
Fraction of Area Exposed by Cracks unitless 0.01 Default
. POE Distance to Station Building m 21 Observed
POE Distance to Residents m 490 Observed
X coordinate to water well m 0 Observed
Y coordinate to water well m 21 Observed
Z coordinate to top of screen m 10 Observed
Z coordinate to bottom of screen m 19 Observed
24
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Table 6 - Exposure Parameters
Exposure Parameter unit Estimate Measuredl SourceBest Estimate
Body Weight for Adult Kg 70 EPA 1989
Body Weight for Child Kg 15 EPA 1989
Lifetime for Adult years 70 EPA 1989
Lifetime for Child years 6 EPA 1989
Exposure FreQuency -Resident day/yr 350 EPA 1989
Exposure Frequency - Comm. Worker daylyr 250 310 Observed
Exposure Frequency - Truck Driver dayJyr 52 Default
Exposure Duration - Resident Adult years 30 12 EPA 1989
Exposure Duration - Resident Child years 30 12 EPA 1989
,Exposure Duration - Comm. Worker years 9 5 EPA 1989
Exposure Duration - Truck Driver years 5 Default
I Water Ingestion Rate - Resident Uday 2 1.4 EPA 1989
Water Ingestion Rate - Comm. Worker & Truck Driver Uday 2 1.4 EPA 1989
Indoor Inhalation Rate - Resident rrt'lhr 0.937 0.833 EPA 1989
Indoor Inhalation Rate - Comm. Worker & Truck Driver rrt'lhr 2 0.833 EPA 1989
Skin Surface Area - arms and hands crn2 3160 EPA 1989
Total Skin Surface Area - Adult crn2 23000 Spence 1998
Total Skin Surface Area - Child crn2 7280 Spence 1998
Indoor Exposure Time - Resident Adult hr/day 16 19 Default
Indoor Exposure TIme - Resident Child hr/day 16 EPA 1989
Indoor Exposure Time - Comm. Worker hr/day 8 EPA 1989
Indoor Exposure Time - Truck Driver hr/day 2 Default
Outdoor Exposure Time - Resident Adult hr/day 16 5 EPA 1989
Outdoor Exposure Time - Resident Child hr/day 16 8 EPA 1989
Outdoor Exposure Time -Comm. Worker hrfday 8 3 EPA 1989
Outdoor Exposure Truck Driver hrJday 0.5 Default
Soil Skin Adherence Factor mglcm~ 1 0.5 Default
Bioavailability unitless 1 0.5 Default
IExposure Time in Shower hr/day 0.333 Default
Fraction of Chemical Volatized in Shower unitless 1 EPA 1989
Temperature of Shower Water C 45 Spence 1998
Shower Flow Rate Umin 10 EPA 1989
Volume of Shower rrt' 3 Spence 1998
Water Droplet Diameter cm 0.1 Spence 1998
Water Droplet Drop TIme sec 2 Spence 1998
Soil ppm - Benzene 11, Toluene 240, Ethylbenzene 91, Xylene 430, TPH-D 2500
Free Product is present on GW, ppm effective solubilities are used, Bz 44.39, Tol 26.54, EBz 2.87, Xyl 46.56
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The measured Fate and Transport (F&T) data was collected during site
investigations for OCC LUST Case #064-2040. The vadose and aquifer data was
tested in a state-certified laboratory from samples collected during drilling events.
The estimated exposure parameters were taken from the ORBCA Guidelines and
the EPA's Exposure Factors Handbook. The exposure parameters are estimated
more frequently than the fate and transport parameters because they are more
expensive to measure and collect.
A fate and transport parameter that is often estimated and merits some
discussion is volumetric water content. Though not the case in this study since the
measured value is within an acceptable range, volumetric water content is often the
source of much debate and many incorrect Site Specific Target Levels (SSTLs).
According to Fetter (1993) "One must be careful in measuring volumetric water
content since in many soils (especially those with fine textures) the volume
changes as the water is imbibed or drained. This is due to the interaction between
the charged soil particles and the polar water molecules.", it is quite common to
have soil data that is oversaturated with respect to volumetric water content. When
this happens, a good remedy taken from Driscoll (1986) is to calculate volumetric
water content from representative specific yield rates for various soils and the
reported porosi'ty. The equation is: % Porosity - % Specific yield = % Volumetric
Water Content (Fetter 1993 and Driscoll 1986).
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The measured dimensions for the station building were collected dUring site
investigations. The measured exposure frequency for the commercial workercame
from conversations with station personnel. The best estimate exposure frequency
for the truck driver was derived from the following assumptions. There are many
truck drivers who shower, eat, and fill their diesel tanks. The frequency and
duration for each of these activities vary with the job assignment of the trucker.
It was assumed that one trucker would take a shower once/week when he or she
stopped for fuel. It was further assumed the trucker drove the same weekly route
for a duration of five years.
The estimated hydraulic conductivity was derived by making a conservative
assumption that the release occurred 50 years ago and has spread 80 meters
since the release date. The resulting hydraulic conductivity was calculated at .021
m/day. The measured hydraulic conductivity was collected from four LUST Sites
that are within five miles of the subject site and within the same lithologic zone as
the subject site (Table 7).
Table 7 - Measured Hydraulic Conductivities (m/day)






The average (0.2 m/day) of the four data points was used. This hydrologic data
was calculated from slug tests. The procedure for conducting a slug test is to
record the static water level in a single borehole. Then remove over half of the
water column. At time zero, record the new water level, then record the water level
often until the water level returns to within 37% of the static water level. The slug
test was conducted following the guidelines outlined in "EPA Method 9100 3.4
Single Well Tests" (EPA 1985). The hydraulic conductivity equation is the Hvorslev
Slug Test Method, see below. (Fetter 1994 and Freeze 1979)
K =r2 In(Le/R)
2 LeTo
Where K = hydraulic conductivity
r = radius of well casing
Le = Length of the gravel pack
R =radius of the borehole
To = Time elapsed until water level. returned to within 37% of static level
Procedure for Model Comparison
Eighteen completed pathways were ran in each of the software models
using estimated or "default" values for most of the parameters and using measured
or best estimated values for those parameters where estimations cannot work (i.e.,
depth to water). Then the eighteen completed pathways were ran again in each
of the software models using only best estimate or measured values. To evaluate
the effect of estimated versus measured parameters, the RISC software output for
benzene was compared across the 18 pathways. To evaluate the performance of
the three software packages, software output from the measured runs was
compared across the 18 pathways. Table 8 summarizes the models' output for
benzene. Output from all runs is listed by pathway in Appendix F.
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Table 8 - Model Output Summary (benzene)
Receptor Pathway Output APIDSS GSIRBCA BP RISC
Resident Dermal Exposure to Groundwater in Shower Risk 3.12E-06 2.20E-06
Child SSTL can not model 0.775
Concentration 0.0165 0.135
Inhalation of Vapors in Shower Risk 5.66E-Q4 1.90E-Q4
SSTL can not model 0.775
Concentration 0.55 0.135
Ingestion of Groundwater Risk 8.58E-Q5 0.0003 5.90E-05
SSTL 0.31 0.775
Concentration 0.0165 0.135
Indoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions Risk 0.0003 1.20E-05
SSTL can not model 0.044 0.775
Concentration 0.006
Outdoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions Risk 0.0003 4.40E-10
SSTL can not model 6.1 0.775
Concentration 4.18E-07
Resident Dermal Exposure to Groundwater in Shower Risk 1.81E-07 1.50E-06
Adult SSTL can not model 0.775
Concentration 0.0165 0.14
Inhalation of Vapors in Shower Risk 1.04E-05 4.00E-05
SSTL can not model 0.775
Concentration 0.55 0.135
Ingestion of Groundwater Risk 1.58E-06 0.0003 1.30E-05
SSTL 0.31 0.775
Concentration 0.0165 0.135
Indoor Inhalatlon of Groundwater Emissions Risk 0.0003 3.10E-06
SSTL can not model 0.044 0.775
Concentration 0.006
Outdoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions Risk 0.0003 5.90E-11
SSTL can not model 6.1 0.775
Concentration 4.18E-Q7
Truck Dermal Exposure to Groundwater in Shower Risk 7.56E-08 1.20E-06
Driver SSTL can not model 1.02
Concentration 0.112 1.73
Inhalation of Vapors in Shower Risk 4.34E-06 3.20E-Q5
SSTL can not model 1.02
Concentration 0.112 1.73
Ingestion of Groundwater Risk 6.58E-Q7 0.00054 1.ooE-QS
SSTL 0.17 1.02
Concentration 0.112 1.73
Indoor Inhalatlon of Groundwater Emissions Risk 0.00054 7.40E-Q9
SSTL can not model 48 1.02
Concentration 0.002
Outdoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions Risk 0.00054 8.90E·12
SSTL can not model 98 1.02
Concentration 1.01E-Q5
Comrnerdal Ingestion of Groundwater Risk 3.92E-Q6 0.0032 6.10E-Q5
Worker SSTL 0.028 0.727
Concentration 0.112 1.73
Indoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions Risk 0.003 1.80E-Q7
SSTL can not model 8.1 0.727
Concentration 0.002
Outdoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions Risk 0.003 3.20E-10




The first comparison between the three software packages are the pathways
that each package is capable of modeling. Eighteen pathways were completed in
acc LUST Case #064-2040, these are denoted on Table 9. GSI's RBCA can not
model exposure during showers. API DSS can not model exposure from emissions
from groundwater. The only completed pathway in acc LUST Case #064-2040
that all three software packages can model is groundwater ingestion.
Table 9 - Possible Exposure Pathways
Ingestion *X X X
Ingestion *X X X
Vadose zone to groundwater X X X
Phreatic zone to groundwater X X
lnaestion X
Dermal contact (trench)
Resident, TRICk Driver Dermal contact during shower X X
Emissions from subsurface soil X
Particulates
Resident, Truck Driver. Commercial Worlcer Emissions from groundwater X X
Resident, Truck Driver Emissions during shower X
(Ji.d&iriAir'lIfM/:trtMtPtiJiNfNMA if.liW.tw;&iii.&4tiW;WMiiiMW6{ MWiNY::ii:;;n- "Wt'ek@#?{1$
Emissions from surficial soil X X X
Emissions from subsurface soil X
Particulates X
Emissions from surface water
"X = No Fate & Transport Models are utilized, just enter concentrations.
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Consider the following saturated zone equations.
RISC: R(C/t) = (Dx(C/x
2» + (Dy{C/y2» + (Dz{C/z
2»-(O(C/x» - IJC + (Mia)
RBCA: C = eXP{{xl2Dj1-'l1+(4 JJDxRlo»))}erAsJ4~Dyx)}erf{Sd(4~DzX)}
where
C = Concentration
Cj = Initial concentration
x = Distance-down-gradient from source to receptor well
y = Distance cross-gradient from source to receptor well
z = Vertical distance from top of well screen to bottom of well screen
t = Time
R = Retardation Factor
Ox = Longitudinal Dispersivity
Dy= Transverse Dispersivity
Dz = Vertical Dispersivity
o = Groundwater Seepage Velocity
JJ = First-order decay rate
M = Mass flux
a = Effective porosity
Sw = Source width
Sd = Source depth
DSS VADSAT: R(CIt) = (Ox(C/x2»+ (Oy(CIY2» + (Dz(C/Z2» - (O{C/x» -IJCj+ (MIS)
where Ci =(Ci~ eXpUquwHS/PblwFHWj) + (OjYHjWHS/PbLdlwFHWj) t )
where
ct = Initial Aqueous Concentration
qu = net recharge rate
WH= average molecular weight of hydrocarbon
Sj = aqueous solUbility of pure component i
Pb = soil bulk density in the waste zone
~ = Diffusion path length
lw = thickness of the waste zone
FH = mass of hydrocarbon per mass of soil in the waste zone
DiY = effective diffusion coefficient of component i in the soil
Hi = dimensionless form of Henry's constant for component i
Wj = Molecular weight of i
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Limitations and Attributes of BP RiSe
1. RISC calculated higher SSTLs than RBCA for the measured ingestion pathways
because the RiSe saturated zone model includes cross-gradient distance
to the receptor well and considers the depth of well screen.
2. For most pathways, RiSe calculated risks between the RBCA and DSS
calculations. The risks are lower than RBCA for the previous reasons. The
risks and concentrations are higher than DSS because the VADSAT model
in DSS allows more of the source concentration to volatilize.
3. RISC successfully back-calculated the POE concentration on every run.
4. The main disadvantage in using RiSe in this study was that it could not save a
file and perform calculations on the file after the save. Saving a file was
attempted several times during this study and each time the software could
not locate the saved file to perform calculations. This would make the
computer lock up.
5. The user does not specify a certain model to run. There is only one option for
the chosen media pathway. The user simply chooses "vadose soil to
groundwater model" for example. This is not a discredit to RiSe, it certainly
makes modeling a lot easier for people to conduct.
6. The required parameters are common in site characterization data.
7. RISC was very user friendly and has on line example parameters for various
media. The graphical user interface is appealing. (See captured screen for
entering site data in RISC (Figure 7».
8. RISC uses the metric system.
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Figure 7 - Example of RiSe Interface (Spence 1997)
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Limitations and Attributes of API DSS
1. The main disadvantage with the first version of API' DSS was that it would lock
the computer up frequently. This did not occur in the Beta Version 2.0 runs.
2. API DSS does not calculate SSTLs.
3. API DSS has the most choices of fate and transport models with the newest
addition of VADSAT. The new VADSAT model was utilized for this study.
VADSAT can correctly model partitioning and mass loading from free
product although it does not simulate subsurface Jransport of free product.
4. If the available site characterization data is detailed, then API DSS should be
used. ,The intricate parameters that the models in DSS require are difficult
and costly to determine. DSS should be used by risk assessors who are
very experienced since the user may not know the definition of a particular
parameter and jeopardize the entire risk assessment. DSS is a detailed
software package that can calculate acceptable concentrations provided the
user has the knowledge to choose which model to use.
5. DSS uses the metric system.
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Limitations and Attributes of GSI RBCA Tier 2 Tool Kit
1. GSI's RBCA Tier 2 Tool Kit consistently calculated higher risks than DSS or
·RISC since it calculates down-gradient concentrations only, (not cross--
gradient), and does not account for depth of well screen. v
2. For the estimated residential pathways, neither DSS or RISC calculated the
source concentration to be transported to the POE. GSl's RBCA calc~lated
a risk of 2.4E-4 for the estimated residential ingestion pathways.
3. Back calculation was attempted several times in RBGA during the study, but it
does not give data (an equation error would pop up).
4. The main disadvantage associated with RBCA is that the saved files are
extensive and re_quire approximately '1400 KB of disk space for each file.
5. GSl's RBGA does not appear to be as robust as the other risk assessment
software packages that were studied. It does not use models or code but
instead uses one equation for each media.
6. RBGA uses the English system.
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Parameter Comparison
In most pathways the measured values were less conservative so the
software package calculated lower concentrations at the receptor. Since the
measured values' concentrations decreased from the estimated values'
concentrations the measured risks were lower too. The SSTLs for the measured:
values were generally higher than the estimated values' SSTLs. The exceptions
can be attributed to the software's performance and equations.
The measured petrophysical values for the vadose and phreatic zones were
the main reason that the concentrations decreased from the estimated values.
Most important of these is the volumetric water content. This parameter is very
sensitive in risk assessment models. If the value for volumetric water content is
near the porosity value (within 10%) then the value of the SSTL will be higher than
it should be, which is not conservative. If the volumetric water content in the
laboratory analysis is near the porosity value, then the following equation from
Driscoll (1986) should be applied: % Porosity - % Specific yield = % Volumetric
Water Content.
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The final purpose of this study determined whether a local perched aquifer
exists and if the waters are connected. . I
The second objective, was to compare the output when estimated values
(accepted by the environmental industry) of fate and transport and exposure






The core objective of this study was to compare variations in the results
between three risk assessment software packages: American Petroleum Institute's
Decision Support System (API DSS), British Petroleum's Rise-Integrated Software
for Clean-ups (BP RiSe), and Groundwater Services Incorporated's Risk-Based
Corrective Action Tier 2 Tool Kit (GSI RBCA).
Results of Software Comparison
Software output from the measured runs was compared across the 18
pathways to evaluate the results of the three software packages. The first
comparison was the available pathway options. GSl's RBCA could not model
exposure during showers. API DSS could not model exposure from emissions
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from groundwater. The only comp'leted pathway in acc LUST Case #064-2040
that all three software packages could model is groundwater ingestion.
The limitations and attributes of BP RISC that were found are as follows.
RISC calculated higher SSTls than RBCA for the measured ingestion
pathways because the RISC saturated zone model includes cross-gradient
distance to the receptor well and considers the depth of well screen.
For most pathways, RISC calculated risks between the RBCA and DSS
calculations. The risks were lower than RBCA for the previous reasons. The risks
and concentrations were higher than DSS because the VADSAT model in DSS
allows more of the source concentration to volatilize.
The main disadvantage in using RiSe in this study was that it could not save
a file and perform calculations on the file after the save. Saving a file was
attempted several times and each time the software could not looate the saved file
to perform calculations. This would make the computer lock up.
The user could not specify a certain model to run. There was only one
option for the chosen media pathway. The user simply chose "vadose soil to
groundwater model" for example.
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RISC was very user friendly and had on line example parameters for various
media. The graphical user interface was appealing.
The limitations and attributes of API OSS that were found are as follows.
The main disadvantage with the first version of API DSS was that it would
lock the computer up frequently. This did not occur in the Beta Version 2.0 runs.
Also, API OSS could not calculate SSTLs.
API OSS had the most choices of fate and transport models with the newest
addition ofVAOSAT. The new VAOSAT model was utilized for this study. VADSAT
correctly models partitioning and mass loading from free product although it does
not simulate subsurface transport of free product.
The intricate parameters that the models in OSS require were difficult and
would have been costly to determine. OSS is a detailed software package that can
calculate acceptable concentrations provided the user has the knowledge to
choose which model to use.
The limitations and attributes of GSI RBCA that were found are as follows.
GSI's RBCA Tier 2 Tool Kit consistently calculated higher risks than DSS or
RISC since it calculates down-gradient concentrations only, (not cross-gradient),
and does not account for depth of well screen.
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For the estimated resjdential pathways, neither DSS or RiSe calculated the
source concentration to be transported to the POE. GSI's RBCA calculated a risk
of 2.4E-4 for the estimated residential ingestion pathways.
The main disadvantage associated with RBCAwas that the saved files were
extensive and require approximately 1400 KB of disk space for each file.
I •
GSI's RBCA did not appear to be as robust as the other risk assessment
software packages that were studied. It does not use models or code but instead
uses one equation for each media.
Results of Parameter Comparison
The RiSe software output for benzene was compared across the 18
pathways to evaluate the effects of estimated and measured parameters. In most
pathways the measured values were less conservative so the software package
calculated lower concentrations at the receptor. Since the measured values'
concentrations decreased from the estimated values' concentrations the measured
risks were lower too. The SSTLs for the measured values were generally higher
than the estimated values' SSTLs due to the lower risks.
The measured petrophysical values for the vadose and phreatic zones were
the main reason that the concentrations decreased from the estimated values. The
most important of the petrophysical parameters was the volumetric water content.
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If the value for volumetric water content was near the porosity value (within 10%)
then the value of the SSTL was higher than it should have been, which IS not
conservative. If the volumetric water content in the laboratory analysis is near the
porosity value, then the following equation from Driscoll (1986) should be applied:
% Porosity - % Specific yield = % Volumetric Water Content.
Results of Water Analysis
Out of the 32 monitoring wells at OCC LUST Case #064-2040, five have
consistently been anomalous. In these five monitoring wells, elevation of
groundwater have ranged from five to ten feet higher than in the other 27
monitoring wells suggesting that there is a local perched aquifer above the main
shallow unconfined Garber aquifer. There were four facts considered in this study.
Free-phase hydrocarbons recovered from monitoring wells were tested in
a state-certified laboratory for degradation, the tests indicated that the plume is
young. The free-phase hydrocarbon plume has spread approximately 250 feet and
has been observed in 24 monitoring wells, including 4 of the anomalous five. This
evidence indicated that the 24 wells were interconnected. A traceable dye was
injected in MW-2 (One ofthe anomalous wells) which was 8.5 feet upgradient from
MW-35 (which was a normal well) on January 21, 1999. The dye appeared seven
days later in MW-35.
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The only indication that a local perched aquifer could be present was an
impermeable barrier that was observed in the sample cores from MW-2 and MW-5.
The average corrected OTW in both wells was 24 feet BGS whereas in nearby
wells corrected OTW was 30 feet BGS.
Groundwatersamples were collected from MW-1 D (average corrected DTW
was 23 feet) and from MW-30 (average corrected DTW was 29 fee.t) to be tested
for the major ions. The water quality analyses were similar.
The observed facts and water quality analyses that were studied in this
thesis indicate that there could be a local aquifer present, but it is hydrologically
connected to the main shallow unconfined Garber aquifer.
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FACILITY CITY at COUNTY: Oklahoma City, Oklahoma County
FACILITY ADDRESS: 8402 NE Expressway
TIER EVALUATION: I-A
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underground Storage Tank Rules and that I am aware that my misrepresenta.tion of any of the
information submitted herein is a violation of OAC 165:25-3-90.
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ORBCA REPORT EXECUl1VE SUMMARY
LUST: 064-2040 FACILITY ID: 55-08256 I
Date Fonn Completed: 8/19/98 Fonn Completed by: Rachal Roberts
EXPLANATION OF RECOMMENDATION:
Site is an active UST facility.
RECOMMENDATION: ( X in front)
1.4
Driver's Travel Mart #411,8402 NE Expressway
East of Interstate-35 and north of Wilshire
CLOSURE UNDER TIER 1-A
X REMEDIATE AND CLOSE UNDER TIER 1-A
X GOTOTIER2
CLOSE UNDER TIER 2
REMEDIATE AND CLOSE UNDER TIER 2
GO TO TIER 3
REMEDIATE AND CLOSE UNDER TIER 3
MONITOR FOR CLOSURE THROUGH NATURAL ATTENUATION
2. Soil stratigraphy and analytical data summary:
RBSLs are exceeded and free product is present at this site. We recommend recovering all available free
product, after this the case will be evaluated for remediation of dissolved phase constituents in the
groundwater with the possibility of conducting a Tier 2 analysis.
PRIORITIZATION INDEX NUMBER:
FACILITY NAME AND ADDRESS:
FACILITY LOCATION DESCRIP110N:
Boulevard
STATUS OF FACILITY: Operating
GROUND SURFACE CONDITION: p~~
ESTIMATED VOLUME RELEASED: 2100 gallons
IS NATIVESOILIMPACTEDON·SITE: Yes
IS NATIVE SOIL IMPACTED OPF-SITE: No
IS GROUNDWATER IMPACTED ON-SITE: Yes
IS GROUNDWATER IMPACTED OFF-SITE: Yes
HAS TIlE SOURCE OF THE RELEASE BEEN IDENTIFIED: Yes
HAS FREE PRODUCT ASSOCIATED WfIH TIlIS RELEASE BEEN FOUND: Yes
HAS SURFACE WATER BEEN IMPACTED BY mrs RELEASE: No
SHALLOWEST DEPTH TO GROUNDWATER ENCOUNTERED: 23,44 feet
AVERAGE DEPTH TO GROUNDWA'fER: 30 feet
HAS A DRINKlNG WATER SUPPLY BEEN IMPACTED BYTIlIS RELEASE: Yes
1. Current land use of the site if no longer an active USTlAST facility:
The subsurface matrix is the Garber Sandstone. The sandstone is r~, fme-grained, and well-cemented.
Maximum soil contamination found was in MW-2 at a depth of 26 feet on 4/8/98, ppm levels were:
Benzene 11; Toluene 240; Etbylbenzene 91; Xylene 430; TPH-G 920; TPH-D 5457.
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3. Aquifer characteristics & groundwater data summary:
The aquifer is approximately 30 feet BGS with a gradient of .074 to the nonheast and .049 to th.e
southwest. There is a mounding effect at the tank pit and the water table slopes off to either side.
Hydraulic conductivity is calculated to be .07 ftIday. Free product is present at this site with a
maximum thickness over 10 feet in MW-42.
Only 9 wells out of 32 do not have free product. Effective solubilities were used in place of maximum
concentration values, they are as follows (in ppm):
Benzene 44.39; Toluene 26.54; Ethylbenzene 2.87; Xylene 46.56.
4. Risk assessment analysis:
Current pathways include commercial worker inhalation of vapors from deep groundwater and
commercial worker ingestion of deep groundwater. A water well is on site and in use by the station
and restaurant. A carbon canister has been placed on the well to ruter out hydrocarbons and the
responsible party is in the process of extending the city water main to the site. After the city water
main has been installed, the current groundwater ing~tion pathway will be removed from this analysis.
Future pathways include commercial worker ingestion of deep groundwater via a possible water well
that could be drilled 300 feet away from the groundwater plume, and residential inhalation of vapors
from and ingestion of deep groundwater. The pathway of dermal contact with deep groundwater by
the commercial worker and resident will be modeled in the Tier 2 analysis. The future possible
pathway of commercial worker inhalation of vapors from the deep groundwater was considered but
not modeled since it is also current, (the current pathway is a more conservative number).
All of the soil RBSLs are exceeded.
There is over ten (10) feet of free product floating on the water table, therefore the groundwater
concentrations listed are the effective solubilities. Only 9 wells out of 32 do not have free product. If
these 9 were sampled, they would not accurately depict the groundwater contamination, therefore
groundwater sampling of the 9 wells was not necessary.
The dissolved groundwater concentrations listed as effective solubilities exceed only the benzene and
toluene RBSLs.
5. Overall recommendations of risk assessment:
Based on this Tier 1A analysis, we recommend recovering all available free product. After the free
product has been removed, the case will be evaluated for remediation of dissolved phase constituents in






Date Form Completed: 8/19/98
FAClLITY INFORMATION
Form Completed by: Rachal Roberts
List Previous names of this facility
1. Trucker's Village #2
2.
3.
List Previous Owner(s) of this Facility with Address(es)
1. Red Rock Petroleum
2. Texaco
3.
East of Interstate-35 and north of Wilshire Boulevard
35° 33' 41" / 97° 27' 22"



























Has this site ever had an emergency response? No
If yes, then was it:
below)
Additional Notes:
State Lead _ Owner/Operator Lead (Discuss under Additional notes,
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ORBCA REPORT SECTION 112
SITE DESCRIPTION
Site Status: Operating
Ground Surface Conditions: Paved
Material: Concrete I Asphalt
Degree of cracking (X in front): Minimal X Low Moderate _High
Utilities: Designate each utility as - Conduit (C), Potential Conduit (P), or Not a Conduit (N)
IMMEDIATE LAND USE (within 500 feet):
North: Wooded I Ravine





If YES, name: Deep Fork
IfYES, name:
Yes








Pasture / Deep Fork Creek
Interstate-35
N Sanitary Sewer: Depth:
Storm Sewer: Depth:
N Electric Lines are overhead
N Tdephone Line Depth:




East: Pasture I Deep Fork Creek
Surface Drainage:
Drainage Discharge:





































































Distance and direction to the nearest residence (feet):
1600 feet southwest
Distance and direction to any environmentally sensitive area (feet) within a 1/2 mile (Define in
Notes):
Site is over the Garber Sandstone.
Deep Fork Creek 800 feet east.
Distance and direction to the nearest school, hospital, day care, retirement home, etc., (feet)
(specify):
Over 1 mile away.
Distance and direction to the nearest commercial/industrial site (feet) (specify):
































Rdease Confirmed, assigned Case 11064-2040
72 & 73 Reports submitted.
72 & 73 Reports approved by acc.
Four (4) monitoring wells installed (MW-1D, MW-1, MW·2, & MW-3)
Two (2) monitoring wells installed (MW-4 and MW-5)
Free product found., initiated free product removal.
Free Product Report (FPR) submitted.
Carbon canister attached to water flow from the on-site water wdl. This is a
temporary measure until a permanent drinking water source can be assigned.
Nineteen (19) 4" free product recovery wells installed (MW-21 through MW-39)
Five (5) 4" free product recovery wells installed (MW-39 through MW-43)
Free Product Recovery System Workplan submitted.
DEQ meeting to discuss alternate drinking water sources.
FPR submitted
Four (4) 4" free product recovery wells installed (MW-44 through MW-47)
ORBCA Tier lA Report begun.

















Pumping Mechanism (X in front):
x Pressure Suction Unknown
Has the source of release been identified?: Yes
Has the release been eliminated?: Yes
Is groundwater impacted?: Yes
Is surface water impacted?: No
Is native soil impacted?: Yes
Sources of Release(s) (X in front all that apply):
I


















Has free product been found at this site (YES/NO)? Yes
IfYES, does free product extend off-site?: Yes
If YES, denote greatest thickness (to the nearest 11100 foot):
Maximum: 12.5 feet
Current: 10.64 feet
If YES, has free product removal been initiated? Yes Method: Manual
Bailing/Recovery System
If NO, cite reason:









TANKS ARE IN PLACE AND ACTIVE
UST/PIPING REMOVAL CHARACTERIZAnON
NOTE: A separate SECTION II 7 must be ruled out for each UST/ AST system removal
SEGTIONII7
Date of removal: Tank No.: ----- Capadty(ies):
Used (as fill material...) on-site
EXCAVATED SOIL
Details of Excavated Soil:
Stockpiled on-site
Disposed off-site*






Sampling of excavated soil? Yes / No
{Include the data in Worksheet /I 10 only if disposed on-site)
Confirmatory soil samples collected after excavation in native soil?
(Include the data in Worksheet /I 10)
Groundwater sampling during excavation? Yes / No
Yes / No










Depth BGS to base of UST pit:
Was UST pit over-excavated? __
If YES, cite dimensions (in feet) and give direetion(s):
Was piping trench over-excavated? __
IfYES, cite dimensions (in feet) and give direetion(s}:




Depth Type of Bedrock & Geologic Fonnation Rock properties, features & fractures
1.5'-? Garber Sandstone, Red, flne-grained, well-cemented.
Predominant Bedrock Type: Vadose -Sandstone Saturated -Sandstone
SITE STRAllGRAPHY AND HYDROGEOLOGY
Predominant Soil Type: Vadose - Sand Saturated - N/A
SEcnONNS
Red Sand
General Description of Soil
Pavement
SW
Is groundwater impacted by release?: Yes
1'-1.5'
Unconsolidated:




Average depth at which groundwater was first encountered (ft.):
Shallowest depth to water table/piezometer (ft.):
Flow Direction:




.074 NE & .049 SW
Vadose Zone 4-6' Saturated Zone 37-38'
Porosity (q) [cm3/cm3]: .364 .407
Water Content [cm3/cm3]: .08 .311
Dry Bulk Density [g1cm3]: 1.68 1.59
Fraction Organic Carbon [g carbonlg soil] .00077 .00085
Hydraulic Conductivity (K) [ft./clay]: .07
Hydraulic Conductivity test method (X in front): _ grain size/sieve analysis __ slug test
pump test, period (hours): __ X
in notes}
other (specified
Darcy Velocity (Ki): 1.9 ft/yr
Is this a perched aquifer?: No
Is the ftrSt groundwater encountered confined?: No
Groundwater level fluctuations (± ft.) (cite greatest known from 1 well): 7 feet
Aquifer name: Garber Sandstone
Annual precipitation, 30-yr avg. (in/yr): 32
Identify any hydrogeologically sensitive areas that are either in, or within 1 mile of the COC's
plume:
Site is over the Garber Sandstone. Deep Fork Creek is 800 feet east of the site.
Additional Notes:
The hydraulic conductivity was derived by calculations based on the assumption that the station is 50
years old and the plume has been mobile since the station began. This is a most conservative
assumption and will result in a hydraulic conductivity that is lower than actual conditions. The free
product plume has traveled 234 feet over 50 years. The Flow velocity is 4.68 ft/yr, the Darcy velocity
is flow velocity x porosity - 1.9 ft/yr. The hydraulic conductivity is Darcy velocity I gradient (.074)



















Other (Define in Notes)
wel1.
Yes Restaurant on site uses water
Within Wellhead
Protection Area Yes
Likelihood of use of groundwater in the future (X in front):
_None/Extremely Unlikely Low X Medium _High
Water Quality (pPM):
'IDS: 320 Specific Conductance: ----- Chlorides: 14
Hardness: 156 Nitrates: 1 Iron: -----
Sulfates: 17 Pesticides (specify): ---- Other (specify): -----
Is the site and surrounding area supplied by a public/municipal/rural water district system?: No
Responsible party is in the process of extending the city water main to service the station and
restaurant.






Likelihood of use of surface water in the future (X in front):
X None/Extremely unlikely Low Medium
High
If a stream is, or may potentially be, impacted by COe's, does the stream have:
Intermittent water flow X Continuous water flow
Additional Notes:
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Justification of inclusion or
exclusion. of pathways
Exposure route, medium,
and point of exposure
Resident:




List all completed exposure pathways and reason(s) for inclusion.
List all questionable exposure pathways and reason(s) for exclusion.
Remove any NOT COMPLETE pathways
ORBCA REPORT




Indoor inhalation of vapors from deep groundwater
Ingestion of deep groundwater
Groundwater is impacted under
building.
Station uses an on site water well,
the carbon canister may quite
working before the city wa~er
line is installed.
Construction Worker:
Contamination is too deep for exposure.
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and point of exposure





Yes Ingestion of deep groundwater
List all completed exposure pathways and reason(s) for inclusion.
List all questionable exposure pathways and reason(s) for exclusion.
Remove any NOT COMPLETE pathways
ORBCA REPORT
Pathways to be evaluated under Tier 2/3
Yes Dermal contact with deep groundwater Residents are 1600'
downgradient.
Commercial Worker:
Yes Ingestion of deep groundwater
Yes Indoor inhalation of vapors from deep groundwater
conditions.
A future water well is possible.
Evaluated under curren.t
Pathways to be evaluated under Tier 2/3
Yes Dermal contact with deep groundwater A future water well is possible.
Construction Worker:
Contamination is too deep for exposure.
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Insert at this point in tbe report all tbe input and output spreadsheets from tbe tierh.xIs file. If you
need to make more tban one run based on varying site conceptual exposure scenarios or fate and
transport parameters, you need to clearly describe tbose scenarios or parameter changes and section off
each mn. If a fate and transport factor used is not the default, laboratory analysis or derived from







In the first analysis, the commercial worker inhalation of vapors from tbe free product plume was
modeled.
POE distance was set to 1 foot since MW-42 has over 10 feet of free product and the building is
downgradient from MW-42.
In the second analysis, tbe commercial worker ingestion of deep groundwater was modeled. Althougb
there is a carbon canister on tbe current water well, it may quite working before tbe city water main is
installed. Once the water main has been installed, tbe RBSLs from tbis pathway will be removed.
Future Tier lA
In tbe first future analysis, residential ingestion of deep groundwater was modeled. The POE distance
was set at 1600 feet.
In the second future analysis, residential inhalation of deep groundwater was modeled using the same
POE distance of 1600 feet.
For the third future analysis, a water well could be drilled near this site. The POE distance was set to
300 feet to reflect current OWRB regulations that a water well can not be drilled witbin 300 feet of a
known contaminant plume. Commercial worker ingestion of groundwater was modeled.
The pathway of dermal contact with deep groundwater by the residents and commercial worker was
considered but not modeled since tbe Tier 1A model is not designed for this particular pathway. When
the Tier 2 is completed, the future dermal contact pathway will be modeled with a different software
package.
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TIER 2/TIER 3 FATE AND TRANSPORT PARAMETERSORBCA REPORT
PARAMEIER, Units
Source parameters
Depth to groundwater, em
Depth to surficial soil sources, em
Depth to subsurface soil sources, cm
Thickness of vadose zone, cm
Buildin, parameters
Height of the indoor space (Building)
On/Off-site Resident (adult and child), em
On-site Commercial Worker, em
Construction Worker, em
Width of the indoor space (Building), em
Length of the indoor space (Building), cm
Fraction of area exposed by cracks, %
Enclosed space air exehanee rate
On/Off-site Resident (adult), I/day
On/Off-site Resident (child), l/day
On/Off-site Commercial Worker, l/day
Averqin, time for vapor flux
On/Off-site Resident (adult), sec
On/Off-site Resident (child), sec
On/Off-site Commercial Worker, sec
Construction Worker, sec
Groundwater parameters
Groundwater Darcy velocity, em/year
Groundwater mixing zone (source) thickness, em
Source width parallel to flow direction, em
Thickness of capillary fringe, cm
Soil parameters
Total soil porosity, eclec
Volumetric water content in vadose zone soils, eclcc
Volumetric air content in vadose zone soils, eelcc
Soil bulk density, gIec
Fraction organic carbon content in soil, g-C/g-soil
Other parameters









































Particulate emission rate, glcm2-s 6.9E-09
Wind speed over gr. surface in ambient mixing zone, cmls 225
Width of source parallel to wind direction, em/yr 2500
Ambient air mixing zone height, em 200
Inflltration Rate (see Table 5-4)
West Zone County, cmlyr
Central Zone County, cmlyr
East Zone County, emlyr





Tier 2/Tier 3 parameter: Vadose Zone and Capillary Fringe Thicknesses
Justification: observed while drilling, see well logs. The sandstone has a low capillary fringe of 5".
Tier 21Tier 3 parameter: Width and Length of Building
Justification: The on site building measured 74 x 147 feet. For the resident 1600 feet downgradient,
the default was used of 2000 x 2000 cm or 66 x 66 ft.
Tier 2/Tier 3 parameter: Depth to Groundwater
Justification: observed on site. The shallowest known water level was used, (23.44 feet below
ground surface)
JUSTIFICAnONPOR TIER 2/nER 3
FATE AND TRANSPORT PARAMETERS
ORBCA REPORT
Tier 2/Tier 3 parameter: Darcy Velocity and Hydraulic Conductivity
Justification: The hydraulic conductivity was derived by calculations based on the assumption that
the station is 50 years old and the plume has been mobile since the station began. This is a most
conservative assumption and will result in a hydraulic conductivity that is lower than actual
conditions. The free product plume has traveled 234 feet over 50 years. The Flow velocity is 4.68
ft/yr, the Darcy velocity is flow velocity x porosity - 1.9 ft/yr. The hydraulic conductivity is Darcy
velocity I gradient (.074) - 26 ft/yr or .07 ft/day. The northeast gradient was used because the
receptor is north of the tank pit.
Tier 2/Tier 3 parameter: Mixing Zone Thickness in Groundwater
Justification: observed while drilling, see well logs (15 feet)
Tier 2/Tier 3 parameter: Source Width and Depth
Justification: observed during field activities. 260 feet long x 10 feet thick.
Tier 2/Tier 3 parameter: Soil Petrophysical Parameters
Justification: measured in laboratory
Tier 2/Tier 3 parameter: Point of Exposure
Justification: The building is 70 feet downgradient of MW-42 which has over 10 feet of free product
in it. Groundwater contamination is known to be under the building, therefore a distance of 14 feet
was used.
The future possible commercial worker's water well must be 300 feet away from known contaminant
plumes.
The residents are 1600 feet downgradient of the site.
Tier 2/Tier 3 parameter: Hydraulic Gradient
Justification: observed during field acitivities. There is a mounding effect at the tank pit with the
water table sloping off either side. The gradient on the southwest side is .049 ft/ft. The northeast
side's gradient is .074 ft/ft
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Comparison of Concentration Levels with the RBSLs
(ppm)
Soil Benzene Toluene Ethylbenzene Xylene
Current
Comm. soil to protect G.W. 0.0 28.47 14.24 55.71
Future
Res. soil to protect G.W. 6.93 104.56 166.24 55.71
Comm. soil to protect G.W. 1.19 237.15 118.58 55.71
Minimum soil RBSL












Comm. inh deep G.W. .503 530.739 152. 198.
Comm. ing deep G.W. .01 20.45 10.22 198.
Future
Res. Child inh deep G.W. 22.833 57.799 138.468 47.828
Res. Adult inh deep G.W. 21.311 269.726 152. 198.
Res. ing deep G.W. 47.693 508.07 152. 198.
Comm. ing deep G.W. 8.22 170.3 85.15 198.
Minimum G.W. RBSL .01 20.45 10.22 47.828
Max. On site level 44.39 26.54 2.87 46.56





Comm = commercial worker
inh = inhalation
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Maximum chemical-of-concern (eo-C) concentrations compared with minimum modified Risk-Based
Screening Levels (RBSLs) for all completed pathways, excluding cross- or down-gradient groundwater
ingestion receptors. Comparisons should only be made with soil that still exists in the area or
groundwater data that is no more than two years old. If free product exists list maximum solubility
concentrations.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF TIER l-A ANALYSES
ORBCA REPORT
Maximum Soil c-o-c Concentration
Exceed/Nonexceeded

































Are there any cross- or down-gradient groundwater ingestion receptors?:
If YES, what is the direction and distance to the nearest receptor?:
groundwater plume.
IfYES, complete the next summary:
GROUNDWATER INGESTION TARGET LEVEL TABLES
Yes
Well is in the




















Max. Groundwater C-O.c Concentration Min. Allowable Mod. RBSL
Exceed/Nonexceeded
Benzene 44.39mg/L 0.01 mgIL exceeded
Toluene 26.54 myL 20,45 mg/L exceeded
Ethylbenzene 2.87mglL 10.22mglL not exceeded,
Xylenes 46.56 mglL 198.00 mglL not exceeded
CONCLUSIONS:
Current pathways include commercial worker inhalation of vapors from deep groundwater and
commercial worker ingestion of deep groundwater. A water well is on site and in use by the station
and restaurant. Acarbon canister has been placed on the well to filter out hydrocarbons and the
responsible party is in the process of extending the city water main to the site. After the city water
main has been installed, the current groundwater ingestion pathway will be removed from this analysis.
Future pathways include commercial worker ingestion of deep groundwater via a possible water well
that could be drilled 300 feet awa.y from the groundwater plume, and residential inhalation of vapors
from and ingestion of deep groundwater. The pathway of dermal contact with deep groundwater by
the commercial worker and resident will be modeled in the Tier 2 analysis. The future possible
pathway of commercial worker inhalation of vapors from the deep groundwater was considered but
not modeled since it is also current, (the current pathway is a more conservative number).
All of the soil RBSLs are exceeded.
There is over ten (10) feet of free product floating on the water table, therefore the groundwater
concentrations listed are the effective solubilities. Only 9 wells out of 32 do not have free product. If
these 9 were sampled, they would not accurately depict the groundwater contamination, therefore
groundwater sampling of the 9 wdls was not necessary.
The dissolved groundwater concentrations listed as effective solubilities exceed only the benzene and
toluene RBSLs.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Based on this Tier 1A analysis, we recommend recovering all available free product. After the free
product has been removed, the case will be evaluated for remediation of dissolved phase constituents in
the groundwater with the possibility of conducting a Tier 2 analysis.
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IJMJTJNQ CONpIDONS
All findings in this report are bued on facts and cimJlDS'U1ces U they a:isu:d duriDs the
Assessmem A change in the facts and c:immmlDca upon which tbiI report wu based may
deer the findinp.
In addition, AGES bas relied on iDfonDation derived 1i'om ace prescribed procedures and
sec:ondsny sources. We have made limited iDdepead.eat iDvesrigation to deu:rmiDe the accuracy of
these procedures ad have assumed that the iDfbrwuioD is retiabIe ad cx=plete.
Tbe Oklahoma Bued Corrective AI:tioD As""SIDenl (ORDCA) is aD eYI1uaion oftbe currciJtIy
idemified aDd perceived finure pathways and their compleled receptarI. Tbe OOCA is not a
guanmee or WIII'IIIty that the property ewbpted is 1teeofall de&ca With nprd to the
CIIIYircmmI:mal condition oftbe property. AGES mminsiDD" aul.reoDhiiFW.adaioal are based on
regulatjons. in farce at the time oftbe auenment OIDS"" in Iaws.l"'I'tlaiam, jurisdidiOD, or
"'8uhttory procedures could aifect the findings oftbe.repon.. FQItbermore. this AaessmeDt is not
a c:omprebensive engineering study. Residual UDCe:Ulim:y aul rille always remain when
iDfonnaion is limited
In the future. ifany petroleum levels are: diIcoYe:red to ar:oed 'tbose: de:tamiDe:d appropriate: for





SUMMARY OF GROUNDWATER DATA
SMlplelD Toluene XYlene TPH4 1'PJf.If
MW-5 4J2O/98 10 33 3.5 12 71 NO
w.mrWeil 4I2W98 0.0051 NO NO NO NO NO
Water Well, sPigot 5112198 0.0006 0.0007 NO 0.0012
WuerWen 5128/98 NO NO NO NO NO NO
wat... wen, spigot 5f28I98 NO NO NO NO ND ND
SUMMARY OF SOIL DATA
WELL sampt.d Depth Benzene Tolu.... _.,1-- XYleM TPHoG TPHoO INaphthalene MtBIE:
1IW-1 418198 18' 2.8 0.31 0.43 5.8 82 13402
1IW·1D 418198 2S-2r 2.2 98 0.78 88 470 2528
MWoZ 418198 28' 11 240 91 430 820 5457
1IW03 418198 30' 0.018 0.17 0.18 1.2 4.9 NO
IIW~ ..,17/98 2S NO 0.24 0.48 2.4 9.4 43
1IW04 ..,,7198 2' NO NO NO NO NO NO
1IW04 ..,,7198 25" NO NO NO NO NO NO
1IW.z4 8181'98 40' 0.083 2.5 3.2 18 58 NO 4.2 705
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Sampled By: R Boberts





Test Method: ASTM 02216.
02937,0854
Samole to MW-4
Natural Water Content. (Q ""IlQIt of-Ie~mdrY"l 0.048
Drv Bulk Densitv. (alec) 1.68
Soeciflc Gravitv 2.637
Oraanic Matter. (a -*=",..uo IlliIf
Walldev Black, Fractional Oroanic Carbon (0 cartKJnlo soill 0.00077
Volumetric Water Content (ee"'*-ai_Icc llICII umpIe....."." 0.080




Ong. & 1-«: same
1-cc Laboratory
Respectfully submitted.
STANDARD TESTING AND ENGINEERING CO.
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Sampled By: R. Boberts





Test Method: ASTM 02216,
02937.0854
sample 10 MW~ (37-38')
Saturated
Natural Water Coment (a Milftofwnrla -'clIIt ofdNd) 0.196
Dry Bulk Densitv. (WCC) 1.59
SoeciftcGravitv 2.674
Organic Matter "..".nq 1llI)
WalkleY Black. Fractional Omanic Carbon (0 Clltlanfa lICIIl 0.00085
Volumetric Water Content (cc'fllUneof..-/cc toIlII ___....) 0.311
PorositY. (cc "'*- of vr*1Icc IatIl ..... '4CIIwTw) 0.407
Soil Oesaiptlon Ught Pink Loose
Sandstone
Charge: AGES
OrIg. & 1-ec same
1-ec Laboratory
Respectfully submitted,
STANDARD TESllNG AND ENGINEERING CO.
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Free Product Recovery Report
February 1999
Case #664-2040, Facility #55-08256
FFP, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
As required by rule 3-75
Site History
After the confirmed release on March 10, 1998, five 2-inch monitoring wells (MW-ID
through MW-5) were installed. Upon gauging these wells, free product was discovered
in four of them (MWs ID, 2, 3, and 4). Over the next several months, 27
delineation/recovery wells (4-inch) were installed, MW-20 through MW-47 (MW-6
through MW-19 do not exist at this site). During this investigative period, free product
removal and gauging was conducted in a variety of ways. A vacuum truck was hired in
April, 1998 to remove free product from the wells, with marginal success. lbis event
was followed by manual weekly free product recovery. In June, 1998 free product
recovery events were increased to bi-weekly using a portable pump due to the large
volume ofproduct encountered. A total of 350 gallons of fuel were recovered from
April to August 1998. All free product was stored in 55-gallon drums on site for later
removal by a waste disposal company. (See attached recovery table.)
lbis site now has a total of 32 monitoring/recovery wells with the last four (4) being
drilled August 18, 1998 (see attached soil boring logs). Out of the 32 monitoring wells,
MW-31 has trace amounts of free product, 12 wells do not have any free product, and the
remaining 19 have measurable thicknesses of free product.
The Free Product Recovery System Proposal was submitted to the ace on July 30,
1998. After negotiations the proposal was later submitted as a purchase order on
September 2, 1998 and approved two days later. The proposed recovery system
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consisted of 11 ferret pumps connected to a central air compressor which was later
changed to 12 ferret pumps. Product lines drain into a 3000-gallon double-walled
holding tank. System installation was partially completed in October 1998 and
installation was completed in January 1999.
Drinkin2 Water Supply Status
The on-site water well is impacted. There is currently a carbon canister filtering the
water which is monitored on a regular basis. The tap water was last sampled January 1~
1999~ all chemicals of concern were non-detect (see attached lab results). The DCC has
approved the extension of the city water main from Wilshire Boulevard north to the
station. An engineer was contracted to complete the water line plans and take bids to
perform the work. The water main extension plans were submitted to the City of
Oklahoma City on January 29~ 1999. Following the city's approval, the engineer will
collect bids for installation.
Free Product Recovery
Static free product and water level measurements were taken on January 21 & 22, 1999.
The average free product thickness in the system wells is 4.86' and average depth to
water at the site is 32'. The greatest static free product thickness was in MW-42 at 9.47'
on January 21 ~ 1999; although the pump usually keeps the product thickness pumped
down to less than one inch.
The total amount of free product recovered at this site is:
1.) From inception 3/1 0/98 - 8/4/98 350 gallons
2.) From 8/4/98 -10/19/98 no recovery events
3.) From 10/19/98 - 11/12/98 1323 gallons
4.) From 11/12/98 - 2/9/99 2267 gallons
The thickness of the free product plume has not decreased much since system start-up~
although considerable quantities have been removed. The only noticeable decrease has
been MW-25 (from 7.09 feet to 5.75 feet)~ MW-28 (from 8.33 feet to 3.12 feet); MW-37
(from 7.69 feet to 6.88 feet); and MW-40 (from 6.03 feet to 4.5] feet).
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The electrical breaker tripped and was discovered January 6th due to the air compressor
shorting out. The air compressor was repaired on January 25 th • Four "Alpha" ferret
pumps were installed January 25 & 26, 1999 in MW-22, MW-32, MW-29 and MW-43.
The observed product thickness in MW-33 has been less than one foot, therefore we
installed a 4" soakease "sock" for recovery. The Alpha Ferret pump was relocated to
MW-35. On February 9, 1999, I Y:z gallons of free product was squeezed from the "sock"
in MW-33 and 0.4' of free product was present in the well.
We have yet to install the pump in MW-35 due to an hydraulic conductivity test we are
conducting in that area of the groundwater. On January 22, 1999, when MW-35 was
checked, 1'l2 gallons of free product was manually bailed and disposed of in the holding
tank located on site. Since then, less than 2 inches has returned.
From the discovery of the release to the system installation, the free product plume had
migrated down gradient to the east and northeast as demonstrated by the recorded
appearance of product in MW-43 and the decline in free product thickness in MW-33
and MW-32 (see attached well graphs). This was partly due to the increased water level
in MW-42 caused by the removal of free product. We believe this migration has been
mitigated since a pump was installed in MW-43 and MW-32 in January 1999.
Conclusions
The ORBCA Tier 1A Report was completed and submitted to the OCC on September
10, 1998. The Ferret® Free Product Recovery System is steadily removing ·free product.
We continue to check the system at least once a week for optimum perfonnance, and
remove free product off site on a regular basis.
Prepared by: Rachal Roberts
Hydrologist
Approved by: Kathy Lippert
UST Consultant #421
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Free Product Recovery Table (since 11120/98)
WeI. I 10112 I 1,1120 I 1211 I 12110 I 12111 12115 I 12121I 12131 1.'81llll I In/91l I 1121191l tl2lll9ll I 2Ill/lIIl
MW-22 "" 3:115 34..sT 34A 34.12. 34.11 - 340D - 31.17_,13 'M. 38.72 38.1'1 38.71 38.7. :aI :lUI 3L7I 3I.Z1 :aI'ItIo<l8 - 5.07 4.41 4.38 4.211 ..a 4. 4.47 4.1'1 ~""'" ,.MW-23 "" J:Ur:I 33.32 34.8 nA. 34A :MA 3U 34.45 na 3UI_'111" 'M. :17.24 ]7.22 - 37.33 JUS ... 3SA ,.... 37.13 37.3'I1lo07.2S - 4.32 111 C1.Z1 114 1M 1 1.1 Q.A3 U 172""'" - ,. - ". - - - ,.MW-25 "" ~1 - ~ 4UJ ...12 4L5 ...a - .... 4&a2_'C11211 'M. 52.3 47.1'1 IUS 51.75 11.£1 51.7 51..57 - 51.15 s:z1'Do62.3 - 7.08 UZ 5.75 5.12 Ul 6.2 ..,5 1.31 US .....- - ,. 110 ,. ,. .. - ..MW-U, ". 2,U5 2.1. 25.12 25.511 25.1 2UZ 25.1 - 25.3 -_,_ 'M. 3:111 a.7I 27..811 - &17 - a:2S - - &37lOGI'lr - 1.33 4.&3 2.74 o.n O.:sr U o. 1.07 S.1Z OM- ..- - - - - - -MW-211 ". 31.12 31. 31.87 :llZ.13 31.73 31.£1 312 s:u
~1121 'M. 37.11 37.13 37.1 37M - 37.e. 31.7 -'I1lo07 - 5.31 5.Z1 5.13 4.12 !1.22 5.25 U UII""'" ..- -MW-3O "" 2177 2112 :za.ar 2LOI 211 27.1 25.1 Z7J11 Z7. 27.1_,Q1Z1 'M. 31. 21.12 30M 31.711 ZUI' 31.54 2U 21.31 3'. 31.7
Ttloo3I - 3.11 ,.II 2.57 17 1.27 114 1.1 1.43 111I U- ....-1 - ,. - - - - - ,.MW-32 "" n.ss :111I4 3:IJII :111I4 3S.75 - 3144 34.__,121 'M. 34.12 34.11 34.£1 JU, :M.2S 34.52 - 34.7lOGI'2" - 1.37 0.87 OM 0.lI7 0.11 OM 0.44 Cl.04- - -MW-33 "" 31.87 3U 3U :llZ.12 - 32.1 31. lIUI_'121 'M. 35.D - - 33.14 DJ11 32..1 31.. 313SlOGI'1· - 3.Al 1.73 '.75 I.IZ 1m 0.7 0.14 OA... - 1.1~ "" 32.1 :ss.1S n.:zl JS.]1 sus - 32.52 :ss.n'M. 3UI2 - :llI.%1 - 3I.2lI 31.35 31m -Ttloo3I - 3.OZ UI 3.OZ ~7 3 3..3 U 0.111- - 1.1MW-3e "" .-.zr 4.33 46.21 48.2S .-.zr 46.2 44.87 4lI.24 4&12~1Q1Z1 \Ill. 52.17 :53.1' 5117 :53.1 sus 471 .... !lII'" II2.J 51.1
TDo57'4· - ... 7. 7.. 7.11I 7.l11 t.4 0 5.M 7. ISA&- - IllI IllI .... IllI - IllI ,.MW-31 ". 30.35 31.15 31 32.21 32.44 32 31. 31.31 311. 32.55
~1011' 'M. 3LIl4 31 - nsf - naa 32..14 - 37.71 lIUI'ItIo<l8 - 7.• IUIIl 7.e. 0.7 0.24 UZ 0.11 5.01 UI ClA1- ..-1 ,. ... - - - - IllI -MW-04O ". SO.TI s:LllI - 53.25 5112 - 52.37 II2.JlI .1.14 53.22_'Q1Z1 'M. 511.71 54.1'1 un 53.1 511 53.52 53.31 au - 5UTDoel'" - lI.03 2.1 0'" 0.24 0.31 0.11I o. 0.75 4.111 0..21- ....-1 - - - - - - - -MWo42 "" :IOA7 30.71 JUT 32.41 32AZ - 32.1 21113 32A2_,0171 'M. - - 32..1 32.1 32.41 :aI 30.11 32.11 31.1 :lZ.A111)0131.21 - 5.311 &.17 0.23 0.31 0JI3 1.111 0 0.75 1.47 0.03- IllI - - ... -MW..u ". 3121 31.' 2IJIIl 21.51 21M - 21.113 21.17 311.117~112l1 'M. 32.1 35.2 3L2 31.37 31.3 3LD7 3I.3S 31.32 34.12
'ItIo<l8.D - 0.111 3.lI I.2S I.ll2 UZ I. 1.72 1.5. 3.15- ..- -T_ "" &.31 3.54 3Jl5 IU '.12 ue 4.11 4.e. 3.11 3.71 157 2.75 !l.25.0371-_ 'M. 1A1 7. 7.57 7'.52 7M 7A - - - - .12 U2 1.74'··31.33 .... - :17.11 111l1l1.1l4 '_.1l2 415.32 _.32 III 1011.44 '_.1 I~12.Z4 13304.1 tllS7.1Z eeo.ze--< , 32 I 11 • .25 I 31.1 I 0 4OA2 32 I ••• ... 77.7 31Total _ RMncrIed
38 I I 1'700 2146 I I I I 3218 3MO
111112JD8 1112l11N 12J4IM I 111IIII 1NlJIDll
lr.."..., 2I2IIlI




CASING Screen DEPTH TO GROUNDWATER after 8/18/98 (ft) Corrected
WELL ELEV. Interval 8/27/98 9/4/98 9/11/98 9/17/98 9/24/98 11/12/98 11/20/98 1/21/99 Water Depth WL ELEV.
MW·l 97.26 10·20'
MW·1D 97.11 20·28' 25.86 25.71 26.12 25.6 261 23.80 73.31
MW·2 97.41 20·30' 25.43 25.55 25.56 26.32 24.25 73.16
MW·3 99.06 15·30' 23.86 23.74 23.81 24.58 24.43 74.63
MW-4 99.29 29·39' 38.85 38.85
MW·5 96.64 20·32' 24.87 24.82 24.83 24.77 24.72 24.16 23.59 73.05
MW·21 97.79 20·40' 33.42 33.53 34.07
MW·22 98.98 20·40' 38.28 38.3 38.74 38.8 38.75 38.45 38.78 38.27 34.44 64.54
MW·23 97.96 20·40' 37.13 37.22 37.32 37.33 37.29 34.68 37.22 37.13 34.17 63.79
MW·24 108.72 20·50' 43.82 43.9 44.21 45.35 46.50
MW·25 109.97 25·55' 46.5 52.24 47.65 47.76 51.65 47.05 62.92
MW·26 98.12 21·41' 32.1
MW·27 97.9 20.4Q' 34.29 34.2 34.24 34.23 34.22 34.80 35.12 34.30 32.28 65.62
MW·28 98.38 2040' 33.35 33.24 33.15 33.14 27.98 2978 28.42
-
25.92 72.46
MW·29 96.19 17·37' 37.15 37.11 37.16 37.17 37.17 37.14 37.13 36.70 32.30 63.89
MW·30 96.86 20·40' 32.1 32.05 32.08 32.05 32.1 30.03 29.72 31.86 28.68 68.18
MW·31 97.19 20·40' 31.48 31.59 32.13 32.28
MW·32 97.62 20·40' 39.31 39.35 39.3 38.57 37.98 35.63 34.61 3388 33.53 64.09
MW·33 96.1 17·37' 34.73 34.65 34.57 34.54 34.38 33.77 33.93 31.80 31.69 64.41
MW·34 96.02 20·40' 28.17 28.16 28.58 28.71 28.91 29.78 2995
MW·35 97.6 20.4Q' 35.63 35.81 35.95 35.88 35.71 36.04 36.02 33.22 64.38
MW·36 114.39 29·59' 52 52 52.14 52.05 49.05 53.19 52.90 46.77 67.62
MW·37 95.45 20·40' 38 38.04 38.04 38.01 32.7 38 37.76 32.26 63.19
MW·38 95.39 20·40' 32.13 33.2
MW·39 97.61 25·45' 34.21
MW-40 116.19 40·60' 56.92 56.9 56.82 56.78 56.8 54.1 54.78 56.45 52.84 63.35
MW-41 94.95 20·40' 32.1 32.16 32.4 32.54 32.67
-
MW-42 95.55 20·40' 39.41 39.39 39.42 39.42 39.42 32.45 38.95 39.13 31.97 63.58
MW-43 94.08 20·40' 30.85 31 38.27 35.2 38.32 31.40 62.68
MW,," 95.46 22-42' 30.26 30.38 30.42 31.29 31.19 28.84 27.93
MW-45 94.56 19.5·39.5' 30.59 30.7 30.87 31.21 31.4 31.72 31.8 31.28 63.28
MW-46 95.22 25·45' 31.27 31.4 31.93 3185 31.54 63.68
MW-47 98.9 25·45' 35.34 35.28 35.58 35.65 35.73 36.26 35.85 63.05
Appendix C
Water Quality Analyses and
Chains-ot-Custody
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SOIL, WATER & FORAGE ANALYTICAL LABORATORY
Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources' Oklahoma Stare University
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Tow Soluble SalU (TSS ill ppm)
Sodium Adsorption lblio (SAR)










AIb1iDity (ppm as DC03)
INTERPRETATIONS FOR Irrigalion WIZtU
This wucr is leoera11y of sufficiemJy low quality t1IIt ils 11IO is CODIiderably RSUie:ted. It may be used safely only OD very
well-dnined permeable soils aod on salt tolenmt aopI. 1£ requiIa careful in:ig1l10D pr1lCtices. ioclwUnl appllcarioos of
w:ess in:igauoD Wiler 10 keep !be soil leached of sail wbm raID fall is iIlIufflciml.
Good soil DllDagemem practices lIIUIt be used 10 IIIIintaiD good pbysical sauetl1re ill !be soil IIllI 10 maintIiD a bigb level
of fertility. Use of Ibis WueI' on medium leXtUred soils may resuillD problems if care is DOl exercised. This wa!er Is not
l'CIClImmeoded for beavy 1C:X~ soils.
If Ibis Willer is wed exteDSively. it is rec:ommmdcd that a soU sample be obtained every few yean from the in:igl1ed fields
to determiDe the eltletl1lO wbieb sodium or sallJ are lro'mu1al1ng and !he Da:d for special managemau practices.
Residual earbolWeS are present ill excess amounlS. lowering Willer quality 10 unsiutable. Wilen with excess residual
earboDales may contain more effeetlve sodium !han lndlcared by !he sodium pen:eotage of !he Wuel'. The calcium lIlId
magnesium may precipill1e out as lime. int:nasillilhe perc:eIIlalc of sodium.
Signarure
Oklahoma 51.,. Un_. u.s. Deoortment of AgnoJJtute. _We. o1IlCl _ QOYOm_ .,.,...,....,"0. Oklahoma CooI>orabYe En._ SeMco-. III __
10 aM IMIglbt. persons 'eroardleU of r.aC8. coO', nuon.aJ 0f'l0Il"l. r.MgIon. ,elL age or~ and IS .an EqUalO~ Emc:*l¥W.
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141 EC (JLmboslcm) 1249
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----- Derind. Va1aeI -----
Total Soluble Salu (1'SS in ppm)
Sodium Adsorption RaiD (SAR)
Potassium AdIorptioa llItio (PAR)




A1b1ini1y (ppm as ~C03)
INTERPRETATIONS FOR lrrigaliOll Waur
This Wiler is suitable for use 00 most c:rops UDder lIIDI1 c:ooditloos. A p'reblem may arise with c:oDlioued use on very heavy
soils where essential1y DO leacbiD& occ:un. If rainfall iJ lUffIc:iem, it will dilwe the sal11 aod rec!1Il;C &Oy oela.t!ve effea. If
sodium is the maiD problem. gypsum c:m be used to reduce the problem.
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H_r ldantificattcn Matrix P_TER R..ult HOL Method
SL9903618 Hl/-l0
SL9903619 Hl/-30
WATER DU2J/lm SILlCCII DIOXIDE (SILICA)
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0.0 pH .. 8.0
TDS ~00~.4 COND .. 1140.0
HARD 303.7 DENS 0.0
x-cor '" 0.0 y-cor • O. Q-
Units mg/L rock .. 0.0
mg/L tmlOle/L meq/L t meq/L
Na+ ~62.Q 7.0462: 1.0462 53.3
K + 4.0 0.1023 0.1023 0.8
ea++ 64.0 1.5968 3.1936 24.2
Mg++ 35.0 1. 4396 2.8792 21.8
Cl- 50.0 1.4103 1.4103 11.4
S04-- 9.0 0.0937 0.1874 1.5
HC03- 656.0 10.7513 10.7513 87.1
C03-- 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
Si02 21.4 0.3565 0.0000 0.0
Li+ 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
Sr++ 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
Ba-t-+ 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
Fe++ 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
N03- 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
11'- 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
Br- 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
B 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
LANGBLIER INDEX '" 0.74 SAR
Conductivity 1140 umho Est. Condo
Analytical checks and comparisons
TOS entered
TOS calc ~001 mg/L
Entered TOS - TDS(ca~c) diff.
Sum cations 13.2214 . Sum anions 12.3490
BALANCE 3.41 t
1001 mg/L
TOS(~80) calc'" 668 mg/L
















.. 0.55 to 0.75
.. 0.55 to 0.75
• 90 - 110
Meas. Density.
Meas. hardness=
Entered and calculated density
0.0000 Calc. Density'"
Entered and calcu~ated hardness




Ca/(Ca + S04) •













carbonate/bicarbonate at pH '" 8
656.0 mg/L Meas C03






Concentrations not activiti~ are used
25 degrees C and 1 atmosphere assumed









































* Concentration ESTIMATES for given pe *
****************************************
For given pe = 0
02 / H2O system p02 = 0.77E-27 atmos
DO = 0.00 mg/L
Fe++ / Fe+++ system Fe++ = 100.00 mole %
Fe++ / Fe(OH)3 system Fe++ = O.64E-03 mg/L
Fe++ / limonite system Fe++ = O.53E-03 mg/L
Mn++ / Mn02 system Mn++ = 0.22E+15 mg/L
N03- / N2 system NO N03 ENTERED
N03- / NH4+ system NH4 = 100.00 mole %
H2S / 804= system pH2S 0.94E-38 atmos
H2S = 0.00 mg/L








Na/(Na +. CI) 0.83
Mg/(Mg+Ca) 0.47














Albite or ion exchange
Limestone-dolomite weathering




evaporites or sea· water
Silicate or carbonate weathering
Silicate or carbonate weathering


































Analysed silica .. 21 Silica trom albite and diopside. 512 - 850









20 - 350 C
Chalcedony
Good for low temperatures 30 - 70 C
--> 34
Good for temperatures > 70 C
Quartz-no steam loss --> 66





Na-K-Ca (t < 100 C) -->
Na-K-ca (t > 100 C) -->
for oil-field waters









TOS 1024.0 CONn 1249.0
HARD • 603.0 DImS 0.0
x-cor ,. 0.0- y-cor ,. 0.0
Units "" mg/L rock 0.0
mg/L nmole/L meq/L t meq/L
Na+ 74.0 3.2187 3.2U7 21.0
K + 1.0 0.0256 0.0256 0.2
ca++ 118.0 2.9441 5.8882 38.5
Mg++ 75.0 3.0849 6.1698 40.3
Cl- 141.0 3.9771 J .9771 28.S
S04-- J.4.0 0.1457 0.2915 2.1
HC03- 5BJ.0 9.5549 9.5549 69.1
C03-- 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
Si02 18.0 0.2996 0.0000 0.0
Li+ 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
Sr++ 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
Sa++ 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
Fe++ 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
N03- 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
F- 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
Br- 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
B 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
LANGBLIER INDEX 0.82 SAR
Conductivity 1249 umho Bst. Condo




TDS calc 1024 mg/L
Entered TOS - TDS(calc) diff=
Sum cations 15.3022 Sum anions 13.8235
BALANCE 5.08 t
1024 mg/L
TDS(180) calc"" 728 mg/L
















• 0.55 to 0.75
• 0.55 to 0.75




Ca/(Ca + S04) ::lI
K/ (Na + K)
Mg/ (Mg+Ca) ::I
Entered and calculated density
0.0000 Calc. Density.
Entered and calculated hardness
603.0 mg/L CaC03 Calc. hardness,.
Element ratios
44.7 t Usually> 50\
95.3 \' Usually> sot
0.8 \' Usually < 21:>\





Carbonate/bicarbonate at pH ,.
583.0 mg(L Meas C03
























Reverse softening, sea water
Dolomite dissoln and calciee pptn or sea water




evaporites or sea water
Sea water, brine or evaporites. possible





























Concentrations not activities are used
2S degrees C and 1 atmosphere assumed







Dissolved Oxygen 0.0 mg!L
Ferrous iron 0.000 mg/L
Ferric iron 0.001 mg/L
Ferric iron 0.100 rng/L
3. Ferric iron 0.000 rng/L
Solid Fe (OR) 3
Solid FeCOR





6. Ammonium 0.000 mg/L
If H2S PESENT
For PH2S at 1E-3 atmos or 3.1763 mg/L -4.2
For PH2S of lE-8 atmos or 0.0000 mg/L -3.6
If CH4 PESBNT
For 1\ CH4 -4.8
For 99\ CH4 -5.3
100
****************************************
* Concentration ESTIMATES for given pe *
****************************************
For given pe = 0
02 / H2O system p02 = 0.77E-27 atmos
DO = 0.00 mg/L
Fe++ / Fe+++ system Fe++ = 100.00 mole %Fe++ / Fe(OH)3 system Fe++ = 0.13E-02 mg/LFe++ / limonite system Fe++ = 0.11E-02 mg/L
Mn++ / Mn02 system Mn++ = 0.55E+1S mg/L
N03- / N2 system NO N03 ENTERED
N03- / NH4+ system NH4 = 100.00 mole %
H2S / S04= system pH2S = 0.15E-36 atmos
H2S = 0.00 rng/L
CH4 / CO2 system CH4 = 0.00 %
TelhjJ-erJ-w-e. Gs+)~-e5 /n Oe~r~$ C
fr11.v -"30
G-o"J.. 4'or A-e'7J ered-......res 2-0-"3 s-o C
JY1~-i i ~
Nfi' -L-', ~
Nt" - k -Cc.. (' f'1j c.e(r~JJ) ---7:3
Good fbr low t-ef91/Nl'I..f(.Ares- 30 -70 c
ChfAlceckl1 r --7' 2 7
G-ocd -Por +-f'f'1l'er~v..r-€. s >70 'c
QIA~J-t-2 --No 5TPA,.{'01. lo~> ~ 60
QI.A.'" '+2. - W\A'I(~tt\~,o\ s+eM-f1ofL-rOS5> ~ 6b
Do }J 0 T LA> e f.o r 0; 1- FiefJ l-vPO;/-.f'r s
1J1~ NOT be lA~~-{tA.{ h~/ol.A.) IS-O c
Nt\ - k CF()L-\01 'I.e,) --7" tt 0
IV '"L - k CTrIA es-cle /I ) --:=t 52
I\J/?--k-co.. CT L. \VOc) -7" 3















Reverse softening, sea water
Dolomite dissoln and calcite pptn or sea water




evaporites or sea water
Sea water, brine or evaporites possible
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Figure #10 - Stiff Diagram for MW-1D and MW-30














Tabfe #4 - Reliability Checks
Reliability Check is usually MW-1D MW-30
Ion Balance <5% 3.41% 5.08%
Hardness
Entered - Calculated
Entered <5% 0.06% 0.07%
Total Diss. Solids
Entered - Calcylated
Entered <5% 0.00% 0.00%
Total Diss. Solids18o
Entered - Calculated
Entered <5% 33.33% 28.90%
TDSentered I EC .55 - .75 0.88 0.82
TDScalol EC .55 - .75 0.88 0.82
EC I cation sum 90 -110 86.23 81.58
t<'
Na+ + K+ <20% 1.40% 0.80%
Mg2+
Ca2+ + Mg2+ <40% 47.40% 51.16%
Ca2+
Ca2+ + S042• > 50% 94.50% 95.30%
Na+





Examples of the Software Outputs
107
API DSS Data Requirements New Session 03/24/99 1<8:07
DEVELOPMENT OF RISK SCENARJO
The following chemicals were selected:
Benzene
The following exposure routes were selected:
Drinking Water
Dermal Intake During Shower
Inhalation During Shower
RECEPTOR POINT CONCENTRAnONS
Data for Fate and Transport Models
Models Selected:
VADSAT
Simulation Time (max=100) [years]:
Simulation Title:
Date and Time of Simulation:






Saturated conductivity of waste zone [m/day]
Thickness of waste zone em]
Waste zone area [mA 2]
Length to width ratio [m/m]
Thickness ofsoiJ cover em]
Fraction organic carbon [-]
Vadose Zone Soil Parameters
Fraction organic carbon [-]
Saturated conductivity em/day]
Depth to groundwater [m]
Effective porosity [-]
van Genucten's n parameter [-]
Residual moisture content [-]
Net recharge rate em/day]
Saturated Zone (Aquifer) Parameters
Effective porosity [-]



























Location of well-downgradient [m]
Location ofwell--cross-gradient [m]
Depth of well [m]
TPHData
Concentration ofTPH mixture [mglkg]
Molecular Weight ofTPH [glmole]
Density ofTPH [glcm"3]
VADSAT Chemical Specific Parameters
Benzene
Total Concentration in Soil [mglkg]
Diffusion Coeff. in Air [cm"2/s]
Diffusion Coeff. in Water [cmi\2/s]
Henrys Law Constant [(mg/L)/(mg/L)]
Koc [ug/gOC/uglml]
Solubility [mgll]
Degradation Rate in Vadose Zone [lldays]




























Drinking Water Chemical Specific Parameters
Benzene
Bioavailability [fraction]
Dermal Intake During Shower
Exposure Frequency [days/yr]
Exposure Duration {years]
Total Skin Surface Area [cmi\2]
Time in Shower [hours/day]



















Time in Shower [hours/day]
Fraction Volatilized [-]
Shower Flow Rate [Vrnin]
Volume of Bathroom [mI\3]
Temperature of the Water [C]
Droplet Diameter [em]
Droplet Drop Time [s]
Liquid Mass Trans. Coeff. [cmlhr]































































































PARAMETER NAME UNITS VALUE
Water Ingestion Bioavailibility (-)
Permeability Coefficient cm/hr
Henrys constant (mg/L) I (mg/L)
Molecular Weight g/mol
Inhal Shower Bioavailibility (-)
Oral Slope Factor kg-dy/mg
Oral Reference Dose mg/kg-dy
Inhalation Slope Factor kg-dy/rng
Inhalation Reference Dose mg/kg/dy
Dermal Slope Factor kg-dy/mg













PARAMETER NAME UNITS VALUE
Water Ingestion Bioavailibility (-)
Permeability Coefficient cm/hr







Inhal Shower Bioavailibility (-)
Oral Slope Factor kg-dy/mg
Oral Reference Dose mg/kg-dy
Inhalation Slope Factor kg-dy/mg
Inhalation Reference Dose mq/kq/dy
Dermal Slope Factor kg-dy/mg









PARAMETER NAME UNITS VALUE
------------------------------------------------
Water Ingestion Bioavailibility (-)
Permeability Coefficient cm/hr
Henrys constant (mg/L) I (mg/L)
Molecular Weight g/mol
Inhal Shower Bioavailibility (-)
Oral Slope Factor kg-dy/mg
Oral Reference Dose mq/kg-dy
Inhalation Slope Factor kg-dy/mq
Inhalation Reference Dose mglkg/dy
Dermal Slope Factor kg-dy/mg













PARAMETER NAME UNITS VALUE
Water Ingestion Bioavailibility (-)
Permeability Coefficient . cm/hr
Henrys constant (mqIL) I (mg/L)
Molecular Weight g/mol
Inhal Shower Bioavailibility (-)
Oral Slope Factor kg-dy/mq
Oral Reference Dose mq/kg-dy
Inhalation Slope Factor kq-dy/mq
Inhalation Reference Dose mq/kg/dy
Dermal Slope Factor kg-dy/mq
Dermal Reference Dose mg/kg-dy
SUMMARY OF THE OUTPUT S












CDr: Chronic Daily Intake





























Xylenes 2.69E-02 3.83E-03 2.74E-04 ND 1.92E-03
DERMAL INTAKE DURING SHOWER
Daily CDl LADI Risk Hazard
Intake Quotient
(mg/kg-dy) (mg/kq-dy) (mq/kg-dy) (-) (-I
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Benzene 2.56E-04 3. 65E-05 2.61E-06 7.56E-08 2.15E-02
Ethylbenzene 1.92E-03 2.74E-04 1.96E-05 ND 2.74E-03
Toluene 6.88E-03 9.81E-04 7.00E-05 ND 4.90E-03
Xylenes 1. 18E-02 1.68E-03 1.20E-04 ND 8.39E-04
INHALATION DURING SHOWER
Daily CDl LADI Risk Hazard
Intake Quotient



































































Tier 2 Worklheet 8.1 I
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TIER 2 EXPOSURE CONCENTRATION AND INTAKE CALCULATION
IQIt~I!"~y!..PAllftIIIii.1jiIiM~_ilIIllI!iwi/Uli~IW"W(dIi_iihl! "~Tijlijii'i'M'fMlIllffiplm!\ja;iju@iJiiilJ@I\W!~llj!ijljj(Udi\hlillMWt~l1l§h,lll~I'lI1;1 ~I~';~] I
lOlL: LlACHIIQ TO QIOUIDWATlII IxpOOlnC_
OIOUIOWATII ..Qt:ITIOI 1) Sours;e Mediym 2) NAE Valu' (lJ!<gl 3) Exposur, Medium 4) El<posur, Mulljplj,r 5) AY'lig, Dailv Inlak, Rat,
RlClptor _or. POE Cone.I.) (1)/(2) (1IlIHIlfD)/(aw.An (~cIIy) (~()'1(4)
Soil CoN;omlraUon
C,.slllliaalS of Cen.l,. (mglkg) ar..sa. ea.m- Oll-SI. C4lmwCIIoI CIIo-SI. CormwdoI CIIo-SI. CcmnordoI
Benzene 1.1E+1 1.2E-1 9.2E+1 2.0E~ 1.9E-2
Ethvlbenzene 9.1E+1 1.8E-1 4.9E+2 5.7E~ 28E-1
Toluene 2.4E+2 2.1E-1 1.2E+3 5.7E~ e.7E-1
Xvlene (mixed isomers) 4.3E+2 3.0E-1 1.5E+3 5.7E~ 8.3E-1
NOTE: AIlS. 0annllI obsorplIcn factor (lim)
AF • Mwanca'1aclor (1I1QoUlr'2)
AT·A~_(days)
IJW • 8cxt)' WaIg1Ilkll)
Cf • IJr/II CllIMnIon flc;lo(
EO· Expo5In l1nkln (~)
Ef· ExpoIu'I ~(cIays/J!')
ET • ElcpoaLJ'I .....~y)
IR • I!1lIl.kI ralll(UcIay)
POE • PQnI 01 UJlOII¥I
SA. SlcIn axpoIU'l .,.. (an'2Alay)
C Groundwater SeNices, Inc. (GSl), 199&-1997. AU Rights ReseMld.
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TIER 2 EXPOSURE CONCENTRATION AND INTAKE CALCULATION
19"OIl.~!~rQ !~P,'OIUIi.ji~@_y.l!lIIfl!JIil§!!!!i&~Nlll!~j!ir.liliijMl"r'l~ptiijf!O""~fliio!Nifiilld!ll!!!!tj!l!lffiij_!!lI§ijIl@~II/jaMl/!dllllql!li!u'ijIDIJllIIjM),~l1IillI9lheiljii!l/ItIhHijl
QlOU.DWATlI: 1101100. 1.-1:_ -.ox. 'AT_VIITAIlI~
I) Source Medium 2) NAf Value (djm) 3) Expptu[I Mediym 4} FmntUII MYI!iD!lw ~ AY'raAt [)Illy InlaY BI" ~-.,-,.....,.
B«:eplor _'" P'OI!C4n.(n¢)(I)/(a) (1AllU1£ll1ll_1l (~ ~~)1(4) ..-.."..---"
GrOll_Cone.
e...tltIIll" ofc...."' (mg/ll OI>-SI. c:on.- 01>51._ 01>51. e:em-cw 0.&. e:em-cw o..sa.e:.-...
Benzene FP '.OE+O IVALUEI 2.0E-.4 IVALUEI 1.9E-2
Ethvlbtnzene FP 1.0E+O .VALUEI 5.7E-.4 IVALUEI 2.8E-'
Toluene FP 1.0E+O IVALUEI 5.7E-.4 .VALUEI 8.7E-1
Xvlene (mixed Isomers) FP 1.OE+O IVALUEI 5.7E-4 IVALUEI 8.3E-1
NOTE: MS" DlrmllII*irJlI<Il_ (lim)
M'"~ ladDf (n¢n"2)
AT" A\W'lll!rll ...... (doys)
f!ItN"Iody"'(IlQ)
CF· U'ilI~cn lou:....
ED. Ellpoan ~Ion (.,...)
EF"~~(~
ET"~"""~y)
1ft. _ 1'1" (lJdoy)
POE· " .......s.-.._ _(an"~
CGrou_ s..vaa, Inc:. (GSl).. 11lQ$.19G7. All RigIIla BaHt\IIId.
SOftwar.: GS! BBC" Spr8adehMl
VII5Ion: 1.0. I
SliME G0507·WJX-4tlO
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TIER 2 PATI-NoIAY RISK CALCULATION
IOItOUNoWAT!1t p".;,uj;. '~M;AY.IJ~illljf,~d'1fllf,mfJtlltiijjMffltNI;~IMhil\iiiUjjjiM_Wljm~II.!liQ~iiC_lIliA.Y. iii. ADTPJi)INil~ialb"1l·crn~trI'h~hfI.1iKOI iit!~;: i,l- r 1I.1.11 :', .j" 11.4f~1 " I
CARCINOGENIC RISK TOXIC EFFECTS
(2) Total Carcinogenic (3) Oral (4) Individual cae (5) Total TOldcant (6) Oral (7) IndMd"'.1 cae
(1) EPA Intake R.te (mglkQlday) Slope F.ctor Ri.k (2) x (3) 11llak. Ra.la (mlllkglday) RaI.renee DoH Hazard Quotient (5) I (II)
Claooi'.,.llo On-Site 0r>-SiIa ~ O,..SiIe
eo.ItIIU.... Of Co••era n Commercial 1 Commercial Commercial lma1klMlavl Commercial
Benzene A. 1.9E·2 2.9E·2 5.4E-4
Ethvlbenzene 0 2.8E-1 1.0E-1 2.8E+O
Toluene 0 8.7E-1 2.0E-1 3.3E+O
Xvlene (mIxed lsome,..) 0 8.3E-1 2.0E+O ".1E-1
I Total Pathway Huarrllndex· ITotal Pathway CarclnOfllln/c RJ.k· I UEoo4 I O.OEtG UEtO ~ O.OE+O I
I I




Sile Name: Truck Stop
RBCA SI rE ASSE.SSr.1ErJT




~"W _ ..._.. ._..... _.. -_ ..---_.. ,.. ._. ,
Targlt RIolr. (eli.. A• II) 10E-4 o MClllXPOlure limit? e.tlCulatlon OplJo~: 3
GROUNDWATER SSTL VALUES Tarot! Rill< (Cia. C) 101:-6 OPEL expl»u[e Iimil?
T.rgtll Hazanl CluolItnl 1.01:+0
.sn. lIuulta For Complot. Ex_to P IICompJII.1
R'p.....nlalll··
xl IGroundwater VolatilIZation IGroundwater VolaillilationConc.n_lon Appllcab~ 8mCONaTlTUINTI OF CONCERN OroundWlter lngB6tlon X to Indoor AIr X to OUldOor Air san exe-Iad ? RaquAdCRF
RI.Jd.nllal: Commo~1at ROllulllllry(MCl~ RnJdtnllal: CommateilJ: RnJdanllal Commlrclal:
CAl No. Nama (mall) ("",ata) (""',,") ("",.Ila) ("",.Ila) ("",.Ila) ("",.Ila) ("",w) (mg/\. ·.·lIyn Only iI'yee' left
71-43-2 Benzene FP NA 1.7E-1 NA NA 4.8E+1 NA 9.8E+1 1.7E-1 • .VALUEI
100--41-4 Ethvtbenzene FP NA >Sol NA NA >Sol NA >Sol >Sol 0 <1
100.a8-3 Toluene FP NA 3.5E+2 NA NA >Sol NA >SQI 3.5E+2 • .VALUEI
1331-20-7 Xylene (mixed tsomel'8l FP NA >501 NA NA >SoI NA >Sol >Sol 0 <1
>501 Indlcat81 riak-basec:llarglt ooncenlrellon greater th8n conat~uent IOIubility
o Groundwater SlIMces. Inc. (GSI), 1995-1997 All Rights Reserved
Sollware:-051 RBCA SpreadsllHt sertal: G·507·WJ)(~
Ver&lon: 1.0.1
Saturated zone model (dissolved phase source)
Indoor air model with volatile emissions from groundwater
Outdoor air concentration estimated from gw concentration
Title: New Project
Simulation time (years)........... 100
Unsaturated Zone Properties
Total Porosity in vadose zone (cm3/cm3) .364
Residual water content (cm3/cm3). 8.000E-02
Fraction organic carbon (g oclg soil) 7.700E-04
Soil bulk density (g/cm3)............... 1.68
Infiltration Rate (cmlyr)............... 730.
Saturated conductivity (mId)............ .200
Van Genuchten"s N..... 2.68
Thickness of vadose zone (m)............ 7.01
Water content under house(cm3/cm3)...... 8.000E-02
Thickness of capillary fringe (em)...... 13.0
Air content in capillary fringe(cm3/cm3) 9.600E-02
(Water cont. in cap. fringe(cm3/cm3»... .268
Air content in capillary fringe(cm3/cm3) 9.600E-02
OUTDOOR AIR PARAMETERS
Height of box (breathing zone) (m)...... 2.00
Length of box (m).... 10.0
Wind speed (m/s).................... 2.25
Basement and House Data
Distance from source to basement (m).... 7.14
Cross-sect. area of basement (m2)....... 1.035E+03
Volume of house (m3).................... 3.100E+03
Number of air changes per day..... 480.
Foundation thickness (m)...... ...... .150
Fraction of cracks (cm3/cm3)............ 1.000E-02
Saturated Zone Model Source
Pulse Source:
Length of pulse (yr)................... 50.0
Total thickness of source (m).. .540
Length of source (m). 80.0
Width of source (m).................... 37.0
Aquifer Properties
Effective porosity (cm3/cm3)............ .407
Fraction organic carbon (g oclg soil) ... 8.500E-04
Hydraulic conductivity (mId)...... ...... .200
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BP RISC
Soil bulk density (g/cm3).. 1.59
Hydraulic gradient (mlm) 7.400E-02
Longitudinal dispersivity (m)........... 2.10
Transverse dispersivity (m)............ .210
Vertical dispersivity (m)... ...... ..... 2.100E-02
Receptor Well Location
Distance downgradient (m).......... ..... .300
Distance cross-gradient (m)............. 21.0
Depth to top of well screen (m)......... .000
Depth to bottom of well screen(m) ....... 9.70
Number of points used to calc. cone..... 2
CHEMICAL DATA INPUT: Benzene
Diffusion coeff. in air (cm2ls)..... 8.800E-02
Diffusion coeff. in water (cm2/s) ... 9.800E-06
Solubility (mgll) 1.750E+03
KOC (mllg) 58.9
Henry"s Law Coefficient (-) 228
Molecular Weight (g/mol) 78.0
Density of chemical (g/cm3)......... .877
Degradation rate sat. zone (1/d).....000
Degradation rate unsat. zone (1/d).. .000
Source cone. for GW model (mgll) 44.4
Routes:
INGESTION OF GROUNDWATER
DERMAL CONTACT DURING SHOWER
INHALATION DURING SHOWER
INHALATION OF OUTDOOR AIR
INHALATION OF INDOOR AIR
SUMMARY OF INPUT PARAMETERS
Body Weight (kg) 70.00
Lifetime (years) 70.00
INGESTION OF GROUNDWATER
Ingestion rate (I/day) 1.40
Exp. Freq Groundwater (events/year) 52.00
Exp. Duration Groundwater (years) 5.00
Absorption Adjustment Factor for
Ingestion of water (-)
Benzene 1.0
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INHALATION OF INDOOR AIR
Inhalation rate (m"3/hr)
Time indoors (hours/day)
Lung Retention Factor (-)
Exp. Freq. Indoor Air (events/yr)
Exp. Duration Indoor Air (yr)








Concentration in Groundwater (mg/I)
Obtained from Fate and Transport output
AVERAGE Concentration (over exposure duration)
(used to calculate carcinogenic risk)
Exposure Duration (years) 5.0
Benzene 1.7
Concentration used to calculate hazard index
(Minimum of 7 years or exposure duration)
Exposure Duration (years) 5.0
Benzene 1.7
Concentration in Indoor Air (mg/m"3)
Obtained from Fate and Transport output
AVERAGE Concentration (over exposure duration)
(used to calculate carcinogenic risk)
Exposure Duration (years) 5.0
Benzene 2.10E-03
Concentration used to calculate hazard index
(Minimum of 7 years or exposure duration)
Exposure Duration (years) 5.0
Benzene 2.10E-03
SLOPE FACTORS AND REFERENCE DOSES
Ingestion Slope Factor [1/(mg/kg-day)] 2.90E-02
'Ingestion Reference Dose (mg/kg-day) 1.70E-03
Inhalation Slope Factor [1/(mglkg-day)] 2.90E-02
Inhalation Reference Dose (mglkg-day) 1.70E-03
Dermal Slope Factor [1/(mg/kg-day)J 2.90E-02
























SUMMARY OF CARCINOGENIC RISK
CASE 1:
Worker - Typical
Ingestion Dermal Inhalation Inhalation Inhalation
of Contact During of of
Groundwater Shower Shower Outdoor Air Indoor Air TOTAL
Benzene 1.0E-05 1.2E-06 3.2E-05 8.9E-12 7.4E-09 4.3E-05
TOTAL 1.0E-05 1.2E-06 3.2E-05 8.9E-12 7.4E-09 4.3E-05












Benzene 2.9E+OO 3.3E-01 9.1 E+OO 2.5E-06 2.1 E-03
Ethylbenzene 3.2E-03 1.3E-03 3.1 E-03 1.2E-09 1.2E-07
Toluene .5E-02 3.6E-03 7.7E-02 2.6E-08 2.7E-06
Xylenes 2.6E-03 1.1 E-03 7.3E-02 2.3E-08 2.3E-06
TOTAL 2.9E+OO 3.4E-01 9.3E+00 2.6E-06 2.1 E-03 1.3E+01





























Ll) 0 Ll) 0..... ..... 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

















Carcinogenic Risk for Each Route








Model Output by Pathways
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Residential Child - Dermal Exposure to Groundwater In Shower
estimated Measured
Hazard Air COncentration Hazard Air Concentration
Model Chemical Risk Quotient SSTl ~ Cardnogen Risk Quotient SSTl ~ Can:lnogen
APIDSS Benzene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.12E-<l6 3.22E-<l2 0.0168 0,0165
Elhyt~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7,02E~ 0.0061 0.0044
Toluene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.75E-<l3 0.1930 0.1670
X~ 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 7.62E~ 0.1230 0.0986
GSIRBCA Benzene
Elhylbenzene Can not be modelecl Can not be modeled
Toluene
Xylene
BPRISC Benzene 0.0 0.0 >110I 0.0 0.0 2.20E-<l6 2.60E.oCl 7.75E-<l1 1.35E-<l1
Elhytben%ene 0.0 0.0 1.13E+02 0.0 0.0 6.60E~ 6.01EoC2 5.93E-<l3
Toluene 0.0 0.0 1.06E+03 0.0 0.0 2.40EoC3 4.63E-<l1 0.0688
XYlene 0.0 0.0 1.84E+03 0.0 0.0 6.9OE~ 8.13E-<l1 0.112
Residential Child· Inhalation of Vapors In Shower
Estimated Measured
Hazard Air Concentration Hazard Air Concentration
Model Chemical Risk Quotient SSTl ~ C8n:1nogen Risk Quotient SSTl ~n C8n:1nogen
APIDSS Benzene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.66E-<l4 5.84E+OO 0.659 0.550
Elhvlbenzene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.26EoC2 0.204 0.146
Toluene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00E+OO 6.440 6.650
Xylene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.63E-<l1 4.090 3.220
GSIRBCA Benzene
Elhylbenzene Can not be modeled Can not be modelecl
Toluene
Xylene
BPRISC Benzene 0.0 0.0 >110I 0.0 0.0 1.90E-<l4 2.20E+01 7.76E-<l1 1.36EoC1
Elhvlbenzene 0.0 0.0 1.13E+02 0.0 0.0 5.20E-<l3 5.01E-<l2 6.93E-<l3
Toluene 0.0 0.0 1.05E+OO 0.0 0.0 1.60E-<l1 4.63E-<l1 0.0688
XYlene 0.0 0.0 1.84E+03 0.0 0.0 1.40EoC1 e.13E-<l1 0.112
Residential Child - Ingestion of Groundwater
Estimated Measured
Hazard Air COncentration Hazard Air Concentration
Model Chemlcal Risk Quotient SSTl ~ C8n:1nogen Risk Quotient SSTl ~ Can:lnooen
APIDSS Benz_ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.68EoC6 0.884 0.0188 0.01llS
Elhvlbenz_ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.006 0.0061 0.0044
Toluene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.087 0.1930 0.1670
XYlene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.006 0.1230 0.0986
GSIRBCA Benzene 2.40E~ 0.086 3.ooE~ 0.310
Elhylllenzsne 0.760 110.000 1,l100 >aoI
Toluene 0.750 210.000 1.500 >aoI
XYlene 0.078 >aoI 0.190 >801
BPRISC Benzene 0.0 0.0 >801 0.0 0.0 5.90E-<l5 7.100 0.n5 0.135
ElhYl~ 0.0 0.0 113.00 0.0 0.0 0.005 0.050 0.008
Toluene 0.0 0.0 1050.00 0.0 0.0 0.031 0.463 0.0688
Xylene 0.0 0.0 1840.00 0.0 0.0 0.005 0.813 0.112
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Residential Child· Indoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Estimated Measured
Hazard Air Concentration Hazard'i Air Concentration
Model Chemical Risk Quotient I SSTl ,~ C8rc1nogen RIsk Quotient I SSTL ~ carcinogen
APIOSS Benzene I I
,.
Ethylbenzene Can not 1M modeled can not 1M modeled
Toluene
XYlene
GSIRBCA Benzene 2.40E-<14 0.018 3.ooE-<14 0.044
Ethv1b~ 0.780 54.000 1.300 140.000
Toluene 0.150 24.000 1.600 59.000
XYlene 0.078 >801 0.190 > 801
BPRISC Benzene 0.0 0.0 >801 0.0 0.0 1.20E.(l5 1.40E+OO 0.n5 0.008
ElhYlbenzene 0.0 0.0 113.00 0.0 0.0 5.40E.(l5 0.050 3.87E.(l5
Toluene 0.0 0.0 1050.00 0.0 0.0 1.80E.(l3 0.463 4. 16E-<14
Xylene 0.0 0.0 1840.00 0.0 0.0 1.30E.(l3 0.813 5.98E-<14
Residential Child - Outdoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Estimated Measured
Hazard Air Concentration Hazard I Air Concentration
Modal Chemical Risk Quotient I SSTL ~ Carcinogen RIsk Quotient I SSTL ~n carcinogen
APIDSS Benzene I
Elhylbenzene Can not be modeled Can not 1M modeled
Toluene
Xylene
GSIRBCA Benzene 2.40E-<14 3.50 3.ooE-<14 6.100
ElhYlbenzene 0.760 >801 1.300 >801
Toluene
,
0.7SO >8ol 1.600 >8ol
XYlene 0.078 > sol 0.1110 >&01
BPRISC Benzene 0.0 0.0 >&01 0.0 0.0 4.40E·l0 5.20E.(l6 0.n6 I 4.18E.(l7
EIhYlbenzMB 0.0 0.0 113.00 0.0 0.0 1.80E.(l8 0.050 2.21E.(l81
Toluene 0.0 0.0 1050.00 0.0 0.0 4.10E.(l7 0.483 2.61E.(l71
XYlene 0.0 0.0 1840.00 0.0 0.0 3.80E.(l1 0.813 3.80E.(l71
I
ResldenUsl Adult - Dermal Exposure to Groundwater In Shower
Estimated Measured
Hazard Air ConcenJration Hazard Air Concentration
Model Chemical Risk Quollent SSTl ~ carcinogen Risk Quollent SSTL ~ Carcinogen
APIDSS Benzene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.81E.(l7 0.022 0.0188 0.0185
Ethylbenzene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.0081 0.0044
Toluene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.005 0.1930 0.1810
X~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.1230 0.0988
GSIRBCA Benzene
Elhylbenzene Can not 1M~Iad Can not 1M~led
Toluene
Xylen,e
BPRISC Benzene 0.0 0.0 >&01 0.0 0.0 1.50E~ 0.170 0.116 0.14
EthYlbenzene 0.0 0.0 113.00 0.0 0.0 0.000 O.OSO 0.008
Toluene 0.0 0.0 10SO.oo 0.0 0.0 0.002 0.483 0.0888
Xvlene 0.0 0.0 1840.00 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.813 0.112
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Residential Adult· Outdoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Estimated Measured
Hazard Air Concen1lll1ion Hazard I Air Concentration
Model Chemical Risk Quotient I SSTL ~ Carelnogen Risk QuotIent I SSTL I~ carcinogen
APIOSS Benzene I
Elhylbenzene Can not Il4I modeled Can not be modeled
Toluene
Xylene
GSIRBCA Benzene 2.40E-04 3.50 3.00E-04 8.100
EIhYlbenz_ 0.760 > sol 1.300 > sol
ToIu_ 0.750 > sol 1.500 > sol
X~ 0.078 > sol 0.190 > sol
BPRI5C Benzene 0.0 0.0 > sol 0.0 0.0 S.90E-11 7.00E-08 o.ns 4.18E-47
Elhlllbenzene 0.0 0.0 113.00 0.0 0.0 2.20E'{)9 0.050 2.21E.{)8
Toluene 0.0 0.0 1050.00 0.0 0.0 6.3OE.{)8 0.•63 2.51E'{)7
Xylene 0.0 0.0 1840.00 0.0 0.0 5.10E.{)8 0.813 3.60E'{)7
Truck Driver· Dennal Exposure to Groundwater In Shower
Estimated Measured
Hazard Air Concentnltion Hazard Air Concentratlon
Moda' Chemical Risk Quotient S5TL ~~ Carelnogen Risk Quotient 55TL ~ Carelnogen
APIDSS Benzene 2.3OE-48 0.007 0.034 0.034 7.56E'()8 0.0215 0.112 0.112
EIhYlbenzene 6.96E-l1 6.00E-09 e.OOE-09 0.0027 0.237 0.237
Toluene 8.02E-06 0.0023 0.0023 0.0049 1.•00 1.•00
Xylene 3.80E.()8 8.10E'()5 6.10E'{)5 0.0008 1.350 1.350
GSIRBCA Benzene
Elhylbenzene Can not Il4I modeled Can not Il4I modeled
ToIu_
Xylene
BPRISC Benzene 1.20E-08 0.3500 0'.25 1.84 1.20E-06 0.3300 1.02 1.73
Ethylbenzene 0.0001 0.02 0.009 0.0013 0.066 0.112
Toluene 0.0010 0.15 0.30 0.0038 0.812 1.03
Xylene 0.0002 0.28 ' 0.33 0.0011 1.070 1.81
Truck Driver· Inhalation of Vapors In Shower
Estimated M...ured
Hazard' Air Concentration Hazard Air Concentration
Model Chemical Risk Quotient SSTL ~ Carelnogen Risk Quotient SSTL ~ Cllrelnogen
APIDSS eenz- 3.17E-08 0.899 0.034 0.034 •.34E-46 1.23 0.112 0.112
ElhIIlb~ 9.39E-10 8.00E'()9 6.00E'()9 0.0164 0.237 0.237
Toluene 9.06E-04 0.0023 0.0023 0.2310 1.400 1.400
Xylene 1.38E'{)5 8.10E'()5 8.1OE.{)5 0.1280 1.350 1.360
GSIRBCA Benzene
Elhylbenzene Cen not Il4I modeled Can not be modeled
Toluene
Xylene
SPRISC Benzene 1.60E-04 46.0 0.25 1.&4 3.20E'{)S 9.1 1.02 1.73
Elhylbenzene 0.0012 0.02 0.009 0.0031 0.066 0.112
ToIu_ 0.1000 O.1S 0.30 o.ono 0.812 1.03
XYlene 0.0830 0.28 0.33 0.0730 1.070 1.81
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Truck Driver· Ingestion of Groundwater
Estimated Measured
Hazard AIr Conc:en....lIon Hazard AIr Conc:en....t1on
Model ChemIcal Risk QuolIent SSTL ~ carcinogen Risk CIuollent SSTL ~n carcinogen
APtDSS Benzene 2.9E.{l7 8. 1E-02 0.034 0.034 6.58E.{l7 0.167 0.112 0.112
Elhylbenzane 2.SE-10 6.00E.{lQ 8.00E.{lQ 0.007 0.231 0.237
Toluene 4.1E-oS 0.0023 0.0023 0.020 1.400 1.400
Xylene 1.2E.{l7 6.10E-05 6.1OE.{lS 0.002 1.350 1.350
'GSIRBCA Benzene 1.80E.{l4 0.120 6.40E.{l4 0.170
EltlvlbenZM1e 0.670 120 2.80 >101
Toluene 0.650 260 3.30 350
Xylene 0.068 > sol 0.410 >101
BPRISC Benzene 1.50E.{l5 4.40E+OO 2.47E-ol 1.64 1.00E.{l5 2.900 1.020 1.73
Elhylbenzene 3.80E.{l4 1.59E-02 0.009 0.003 0.066 0.112
Toluene 5.90E.{l3 1.47E.{l1 0.30 0.015 0.612 1.03
Xvtene 6.80E.{l4 2.69E-ol 0.33 0.003 1.070 1.81
Truck Driver -Indoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Estimated Measured
Hazard I AIr COncenll'allon Hazard, I I AIr Concentration
Model Chemical Risk Quotient I SSTL ~ carcinogen RIsk CIuollenll SSTL I~ carcinogen
APIOSS Benzene I I I
Eltlylbenzene Can not be modeled Can not be modeled
Toluene
Xylene
GSIRBCA Benzene 1.8OE.{l4 27.000 5.40E.{l4 48.000
Eltlvlbenzene 0.670 >&01 2.800 >101
Toluene 0.650 >101 3.300 >101
Xylene 0.068 >eol 0.410 >101
BPRISC Benzene 1.30E-oa 0.0038 0.247 7.62E.{l4 HOE-09 2.10E-oll 1.020 0.002
Elhvlben,zene 8.10E-l0 0.0169 3.00E.{l8 1.2OE-07 0.066 1.97E-oS
Toluene 7.50E-oB 0.147 1.07E-oB 2.70E-oB 0.612 1.78E.{l4
Xylene 4.70E-oB 0.259 1.18E-oB 2.30E-OS 1.070 2.78E.{l4
Truck Driver· Outdoor I'nhalatlon of Groundwater Emissions
Estimated Measured
Hazard I AIr eonc:en....1lon Hazard AIr ConcenlJadon
Model Chemical Risk Quotient I SSTL ~ carcinogen R1lk Quotlentl SSTL I~ carcinogen
APIDSS Benzene I I
Eltlylbenzene Cen not be modeled Can not be modaled
Toluene
Xylene
GSIRBCA Benzene 1.80E.{l4 68.00 5.40E.{l4 98.000
Elhylbenzene 0'.670 >101 2.800 > 101
Toluene 0.650 >101 3.300 ,> 101
Xylene 0.068 >101 0.410 >101
BPRISC Benzene 1.20E-12 3.40E-07 0.247 2.64E.{l7 8.90E-12 2.50E-OS 1.020 1.01E.{l5
Eltlvlbenzene 7.80E·12 0.0169 1.13E-oll 1.20E-09 0.068 7.88E-07
Toluene 7.00E-l0 0.147 4.05E-oB 2.80E-08 0.812 7.13E-OS
Xylene 4.4OE-10 0.259 4.48E-oB 2.3OE-oB 1.070 1.10E.{l5
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Commercial Worker· Ingestion of Groundwater
Estimated Measured
Hazard Air Concenlrlltion Hazard AIr Concenlrlltion
Model Chemlall Risk Quotient SSTL ~ carcinogen Risk Quotient SSTL ~ Carcinogen
APIOSS 'Benzene 2.5E-06 0.4 0.034 0.034 3.92E-06 1.110 0.112 0.112
Eth'l1benzene 1.2E-09 6.02E.Q9 6.00E.Q9 0.040 0.237 0.237
Toluene 2.2E.Q4 0.0023 0.0023 0.119 1.400 1.400
Xylene 6.0E.Q7 6.06E.QS 6.10E.QS 0.011 1.350 1.350
GSIRBCA Benzene 0.0015 0.014 0.0032 0.028
Elhytbenzene 5.800 14 17.00 29.0
Toluene 5.600 28 20.00 59
Xvt&ne 0.590 >801 2.500 > eol
BPRISC B8lUene 1.30E.Q4 21.000 0.33 1.64 6.10E.Q5 17.000 0.727 1.73
Eth'l1benzene 0.002 0.2e 0.009 0.019 0.047 0.112
Toluene 0.026 0.17 0.30 0.088 0.435 1.03
Xylene 0.003 0.44 0.33 0.015 0.763 1.81
Commercial Worker - Indoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Estimated Measured
Hazard AIr Concentration Hazard I AIr Concentration
Model Chemical Risk Quotient I SSTL ~n Carcinogen Risk Quotient I SSTL ~" Carcinogen
APIDSS Benzene I I I
Ethylbenzene Can not be modeled Can not be modeled
Toluene
Xylene
GSI RBCA Benzene 0.0015 3.200 0.003 8.100
Ethylbenzene 5.800 >101 17.000 >801
Toluene 5.600 >1101 20.000 > flOl
Xylene 0.590 >801 2.500 > sol
BPRISC Benzene 4.40E.Q7 0.07 0.333 7.62E.Q4 1.80E.Q7 0.050 0.727 0.002
Ethylb8lUene 1.50E.Qe O.2n 3.00E.Q8 2.70E-oe 0.047 1.97E.Q5
Toluene 1.40E-08 0.186 1.07E-06 8.3OE.QS 0.435 1.78E.Q4
Xvfene e.80E.Q7 0.444 1.18E-06 5.80E.Q5 0.763 2.76E.Q4
Commercial Worker· Outdoor Inhalation of Groundwater Emissions
Estimated Measured
Hazard AIr Concenlrlltlon Hazard I I AIr ConcenlrlltiDn
Model ChemIcal Risk Quotient I SSTL ~ carcinogen Risk Quotient I SSTL I~ carcinogen ,
APIDSS Benzene I I I
Ethylbenzene Cen not be mod'eled Cen not be modeled
Toluene
Xylene
GSIRBCA Benzene 0.002 7.80 0.003 18.000
Ethvtbenzene 5.800 >801 17.000 >801
Toluene 5.600 >801 20.000 > sol
Xylene 0.590 > sol 2.500 > sol
BP RISC Benzene 1.60E-10 2.60E.Q5 0.3330 2.84E.Q7 3.2OE·l0 9.ooE.Q5 0.727 1.01E.QS
Ethylbenzene 5.BOE-10 0.2nO 1.13E.Q9 4.10E.Qe 0.047 7.88E.Q7
Toluene 5.40E-08 0.1860 4.05E.Qe 9.50E.Q7 0.435 7. 13E.Q6
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